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ABSTRACT 
The continuous increase of electricity demand and the consequent growth of the 
values of carbon dioxide in Earth's atmosphere creates more and more the need 
to implement substantial changes not only in the production methods of the 
energy and industrial sectors but also in the lifestyle of each inhabitant of the 
planet. This thesis analyzes the possibility of using solar energy for the 
production of cold water by means of the contemporaneity between availability 
of renewable energy source and cooling demand during a typical summer 
period. Two different experimental facilities, equipped with commercial 
evacuated tubes solar collectors and small size adsorption chillers (20 kW), have 
been monitored and the first experimental data results are presented. In order to 
investigate different solutions and to find an optimal design, a dynamic 
simulation model has been created using the commercial software TRNSYS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the past fifty years, the intensive use of fossil fuels to meet the growing 
need for energy has led to an alarming increase in the amount of greenhouse 
gases and pollutants in the atmosphere and in the globe in general, with a 
negative impact on quality of life of the population. At the same time, 
considering both the prediction of depletion of fossil fuels and the need to reduce 
human impact on the environment, the use of renewable resources as primary 
sources for the production of electricity and thermal energy appeared 
increasingly as an indispensable must. From solar energy to wave energy, 
researchers, industries and institutions around the world continue to work hard 
to provide to mankind the means to produce green energy using every kind of 
natural and renewable resource. In recent years, among the various resources 
available, one that has seen the greatest increase of use is without doubt the solar 
energy, which is widely used throughout the world for the production of 
electricity and for the production of thermal energy. The market for photovoltaic 
panels and solar thermal panels of various types, thanks to economic incentive 
policies, has reached very high levels. As presented in Fig. 1.1, taking as reference 
the 2011, solar energy is the 6.9% of the total renewable energy used in the EU 
member states [1]. 
 
Fig. 1.1. Share of renewable energy in gross electricity consumption of EU countries in 2011 [1]. 
 
Solar energy is both a source of energy, which in summer allows large-scale 
production of electricity and thermal energy, and the main responsible for the 
temperature in the Earth. In recent years, the increase in emissions of greenhouse 
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gases in the atmosphere and the resulting global warming, have pushed the 
population to adopt and use more and more systems for the production of air 
conditioning and cold to counter the high temperatures of the summer seasons. 
As part of the exploitation of solar energy, one of the most interesting recent 
technologies is solar cooling, which, exploiting the overlap between the peaks of 
solar energy and cooling load required, allows to cool buildings primarily 
through the use of compression, absorption or adsorption chillers. 
This thesis analyzes the state of the art of solar cooling technologies and in 
particular it describes two solar cooling experimental facilities and proposes a 
dynamic simulation model aimed to assess different design configurations and 
their related performance in terms of chilled water energy production. 
In the second chapter the solar cooling technological status is reported giving 
more relevance to the adsorption chillers technology. Different kinds of 
adsorbents and adsorbates are described with a particular detail for the silica gel-
water and zeolite-water working pairs, on which are based the monitored 
chillers. The chapter ends with a description of the solar cooling plants typical 
configurations, going from the open sorption cycle to the closed adsorption cycle 
passing through their specific components. 
The third chapter gives a brief introduction to the mathematical and 
theoretical bases governing the adsorption solar cooling systems and some of 
their components. In addition, mathematical models of the most relevant 
TRNSYS library components which have been used are presented. 
In the fourth chapter the experimental analysis of two solar cooling systems 
installed in AREA Science Park (Trieste) is carried out. The chapter includes the 
description of the experimental facilities, the description of the monitoring 
systems and the error analysis related to the measuring instruments and to the 
calculation of the systems components’ efficiencies, the experimental results such 
as solar collectors’ efficiency and temperatures’ trends in the different water 
circuits of the systems. 
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The fifth chapter presents a dynamic simulation model of a generic adsorption 
solar cooling system developed in TRNSYS and some simulation results. The 
main parameters of each component of the model are presented in order to show 
the functionalities of the adopted software which is particularly indicated for the 
solar systems simulation due to the presence of a considerable library of 
meteorological data from all over the world. 
The results obtained with this study demonstrate the feasibility of such a kind 
of systems giving the instruments to compare them with other soalr cooling 
technological solutions. 
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2. TECHNOLOGICAL STATUS 
A safe and comfortable environment has always been one of the main concerns of 
the human race. Since the beginning of times, people used the experience gained 
over years to exploit in the best way the available resources to reach sufficient 
living conditions. Central heating was discovered by the Romans that used 
double floors to pass the fumes of a fire through the floor cavity. In addiction 
they covered the windows for the first time with insulating materials such as 
mica or glass. Thus, light was admitted in the house without letting in wind and 
rain. The Iraqis, based on their different needs, utilized the open windows 
technique to take advantage of the cool night air and provide a cooler 
environment during the day. Additionally, running water was employed to 
provide some evaporative cooling [2]. 
Until the 1960’, house comfort conditions were only for the few. From then 
onward, central air-conditioning systems became a common practice in many 
parts of the world, due to the technique of mechanical refrigeration and the rise 
in the standard of living. Intensive research aimed at reducing energy costs 
began with the oil crisis of the 1970s. A contribution to the need of research came 
from global warming, ozone depletion and growing costs of fossil fuels over the 
last few years. All these issues have forced governments and engineering bodies 
to formulate a new approach to building design and control. Furthermore, 
energy saving and systems’ efficiency are also of great importance. 
In recent years, a common objective of the research has been the development 
of technologies that can offer significant reductions in energy consumptions, 
electrical demands, and energy cost. Alternative cooling technologies that can be 
applied to residential and commercial buildings, under a wide range of weather 
conditions, are being developed [2]. 
Sustainable development is a common pursuit for everyone worldwide and 
smart energy utilization is very important. Generally, energy consumption 
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increases as the economy of society develops. This process needs a careful eye to 
be kept on environmental effects. How to coordinate the balance between energy 
utilization, economy development, and environmental protection is one of the 
most important strategies for sustainable development [3]. Regarding 
environmental protection, a step forward has been made by the worldwide 
common recognition of the ozonosphere depletion by chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs), which cause the ultraviolet rays of the sun to be insufficiently blocked. 
Since 1994 CFCs were commonly used in compression refrigeration. As a type of 
substitute substance, hydro chlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) con only be temporally 
utilized because they also are greenhouse gases (GHG). Meanwhile, central 
heating systems, that generally use the combustion of gases and coal, release 
significant amounts of CO2 into the environment. Similarly, CFCs produce the 
greenhouse gases that are becoming more serious as the wish for comfortable 
living conditions grows. Thus, it is necessary and very important to find a kind of 
green technology that could be used in air conditioning systems with regards to 
solving the problems caused by traditional compression refrigeration technology. 
Another crucial problem for refrigeration and heat pumps is energy 
utilization. In fact, compression refrigerators and heat pumps are commonly 
driven by electricity, and the electricity demand is growing as society develops. 
Meanwhile, since solar energy and geothermal heat exist in large amounts, the 
development of refrigeration and heat pump technologies driven by low grade 
heat is one of the possible solutions for energy conservation [3]. 
2.1. Adsorption refrigeration 
Refrigeration technology driven by low grade heat utilizes refrigerants not 
harmful for the environment and is in agreement with the sustainable 
requirements of current energy and environmental developments. The sorption 
technology has a very little electricity demand, and the operating fluids for the 
sorption refrigeration generally are substances of water, ammonia, methanol, and 
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so on, which are environment friendly refrigerants with zero ozonosphere 
depletion potential (ODP) and zero greenhouse warming potential (GWP). 
In the field of sorption technology, more and more attention has been paid to 
adsorption refrigeration and heat pumps since the 1970s [3]. Firstly, a 
demonstration unit based on natural zeolites as adsorbents and water vapor as 
adsorbate was developed and tested by Tchernev [4]. The research in this specific 
field continued up until now for different possible applications as heat pumps, 
marine refrigeration systems, cars air conditioning systems [5], as well as for 
aerospace cryogenics applications because it features no moving parts, slight 
noise and vibration [6]. 
The research on the adsorption refrigeration started in Europe. The literature 
and the experience produced from researchers such as Meunier F.E., Douss N. et 
al. from France [7],[8], Cacciola G. et al. from Italy [9], Critoph R.E. et al. from 
England [10], Shelton et al. from United States [11], Vasiliev L.L. et al. from 
Belarus [12] opened the way to the future of this technology [3]. 
Considering its historical development, research on adsorption refrigeration 
can be seen as a function of three parameters: research objectives, contents and 
methods. At first the research has focused on the efficiency of the adsorbent-
refrigerant pairs, requiring mainly expertise from the world of chemistry and 
physics instead of specialists in refrigeration. The main objective was to apply 
this technology to an actual application. The research work has emphasized that 
many aspects of the adsorption refrigeration cycles needed to be improved, in 
particular the non-constant refrigeration process. Adsorption and desorption rate 
and capability were related both to the properties of the adsorption working 
pairs and to the heat and mass transfer properties of the adsorption bed [3]. 
These issues resulted in low coefficient of performance (COP) and low specific 
cooling power (SCP). In order to solve these issues, the research considered many 
interconnected aspects like heat transfer, mass transfer and adsorption peculiar 
properties. Some innovative adsorption cycles, like continuous heat recovery 
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cycle, thermal wave cycle, mass recovery cycle, convective thermal wave cycle, 
and cascading cycle, were suggested and their thermal performances were 
analyzed at that time. In the meantime, several adsorbents-refrigerants working 
couples with better adsorption properties, for example, the composite adsorption 
working pairs, were proposed in many references in which the adsorption cycles 
were evaluated as a combination of the adsorption cycle and thermodynamic 
analysis more than just from the point of view of adsorption capacity [3]. 
In the 1990s the research project of the adsorption refrigeration was listed into 
the JOULE research plan of the European Union. In that plan several European 
research groups had studied the adsorption refrigeration technology and the 
results were published in the special issue of International Journal of Refrigeration 
[13]. 
2.2. Adsorbents 
The adsorption phenomena could be divided in physical adsorption and 
chemical adsorption. Physical adsorption, which is studied and presented within 
this thesis, is a surface phenomenon occurring at the interface of two phases, in 
which cohesive forces including Van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonding, act 
between the molecules of all substances irrespective of their state of aggregation. 
Surface forces or unbalanced forces at the phase boundary cause changes in the 
concentration of molecules at the solid/fluid interface. Solid and the fluid 
adsorbed on the solid surface are referred to as adsorbent and adsorbate 
respectively [14]. 
However, regardless of the type of sorption, all involve evolution of heat of 
adsorption. The heat of adsorption is usually small in physisorption processes 
and large in chemisorption. Adsorbent substances can be restored to original 
status by a desorption process involving the application of heat, but in some 
cases chemisorption processes may be irreversible. Adsorption is always 
accompanied by evolution of heat, the quantity of which depends upon the 
magnitude of the Van der Waal forces involved, phase change, electrostatic 
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energies and chemical bonds. Heats of adsorption are either derived from 
adsorption isotherms, generally referred to as the isosteric heat of adsorption or 
determined experimentally using the calorimetric method, referred to as 
differential heat of adsorption. Differential heats of adsorption for some 
adsorbent/adsorbate pairs are given in Tab. 2.1 [14]. 
 
Tab. 2.1. Heat of adsorption of some adsorbent/adsorbate pairs [14]. 
 
 
The performance of adsorbents used in physisorption is widely governed by 
surface properties, such as surface area, micro-pores and macro-pores, size of 
granules in powders, crystals or in pellets. Adsorbents having exceptional 
affinity with polar materials like water are called ‘hydrophilic’. These include 
silica gel, zeolites and porous or active alumina. Non-polar adsorbents, called 
‘hydrophobic’, have more affinity for oils and gases than for water. These 
substances comprise activated carbons, polymer adsorbents and silicalites. Since 
the solar cooling system analyzed in this thesis is based on the utilization of a 
commercial hydrophilic adsorption chiller, a brief description of the commercial 
hydrophilic solid adsorbents is given below. 
2.2.1. Silica gel 
The silica gel is part of amorphous synthetic silica category. It is a rigid, 
continuous net of colloidal silica, Fig. 2.1, linked to very small grains of hydrated 
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SiO4. The hydroxyl is the adsorption center of the structure because it is polar 
and can form hydrogen bonds with other polar oxides, such as water and 
alcohol. 
The adsorption capacity of silica gel grows when the polarity increases. One 
hydroxyl can adsorb one molecule of water. Each type of silica gel has only one 
kind of pore, which typically is confined in thin channels. The pore diameters of 
common silica gel are 2, 3 nm (A type) and 0.7 nm (B type), and the specific 
surface area is about 100–1000 m2/g. Silica gel is widely used for desiccation 
because of its large adsorption ability. Type A silica gel could be used for all 
drying conditions, but type B silica gel can only be used when the relative 
humidity is greater than 50% [15]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1. Array of SiO4 in silica gel [15]. 
2.2.2. Activated carbon and activated carbon fibre 
Activated carbon is composed by materials such as wood, coal, fossil oil, bone, 
peat, coconut shell and nut stone. Activated carbon’s structure is visible in Fig. 
2.2. The micro-crystal of activated carbon created from bone is a six element 
carboatomic ring, and its adsorption performance is influenced by the functional 
groups that are connected to the carboatomic ring. The functional groups on the 
activated carbon’s surface are diverse if the original carbonaceous material and 
the activation method are different. The specific area of activated carbon is 
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between 500 and 1500 m2/g. The structure of activated carbon pores is composed 
of irregular channels, which have larger pore area at the surface of the grain, and 
narrow pore area within the grain [15]. 
The difference between activated carbon and other types of adsorbent is the 
surface aspect. The whole surface of activated carbon is enclosed by an oxide 
matrix and by different inorganic materials, and therefore, it is non-polar or has a 
not strong polarity. 
The adsorption heat of activated carbon pairs is lower than that of other types 
of physical adsorbent pairs. Activated carbon fibre is commonly used in the 
production of fabric, such as cloth, tissue, etc. Compared with granular activated 
carbon, carbon fibre has higher mass transfer performance. The specific surface 
area and the heat transfer performance of activated carbon fibres are larger than 
the activated carbon ones; the pores of activated carbon fibre are more uniform 
than that of activated carbon [15]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2. Structure of activated carbon [15]. 
 
In comparison with granular activated carbon, activated carbon fibers’ 
drawbacks are the anisotropic thermal conductivity and the higher contact 
thermal resistance between the fibre and the adsorber wall. 
2.2.3. Zeolites 
Zeolite is a type of aluminosilicate crystal composed of alkali or alkali soil. The 
chemical formula of zeolite is 
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  OzHSiOAlOM myny 222/ )()(  (1) 
where y and m are all integers and m/y is equal or larger than 1, n is the chemical 
valence of positive ion of M, z is the number of water molecule inside a crystal 
cell unit. A crystal cell element of zeolite is shown in Fig. 2.3. The positive ion 
must have its electric charge balanced with the electric charge of aluminium 
atom. The net electric charge of each aluminium atom is -1. Water can be 
removed by heating. The porosity of the aluminosilicate skeletal is between 0.2 
and 0.5. The aluminosilicate frame has a cage layout, and it is generally linked by 
six casement sections, which can adsorb a large quantity of extra molecules. 
There are almost 40 types of natural zeolites but the main types for adsorption 
refrigeration are chabazite, sodium chabazite, cowlesite and faujasite. About 150 
types of zeolites can be artificially synthesized, and they are named by one letter 
or a group of letters, such as type A, type X, type Y, type ZSM, and others [15]. 
 
 
Fig. 2.3. Crystal cell unit of zeolite: (a) crystal cell unit of type A zeolite; (b) crystal cell unit of type X, Y zeolite 
or faujasite [15]. 
 
Artificially synthesized zeolites are more expensive than natural zeolites, but 
they have greater bulk specific weight and superior heat transfer performance. 
The adsorption capacity of zeolites is associated to the ratio between Si and Al 
amounts and it is higher when this ratio is small. 
The selectivity for different adsorbates is determined by the pore size of 
zeolites, and the cage structure of the micropore allows the adsorption process to 
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proceed in a small range, thus the zeolites are also named as zeolite molecular 
sieve. Micropores of artificially synthesized zeolite molecular sieves have 
uniform size depending on different manufacturing methods. 4A, 5A, 10X and 
13X zeolite molecular sieves are the main types used for adsorption refrigeration. 
Adsorption and desorption heat of zeolite pairs are high, and the desorption 
temperature of these pairs is also high, about 250–300 °C. Most zeolite molecular 
sieves can be destructed at temperatures higher than 600–700 °C; however 
mercerized zeolites can withstand temperatures of 800 °C [15]. 
2.3. Refrigerants 
The characteristics of an appropriate refrigerant are in general as follows: 
 high latent heat of vaporization per volume unit or mass unit; 
 thermal stability; 
 eco-friendly; 
 non-flammable; 
 innocuous; 
 saturation pressure between 101325 and 506625 Pa in actual conditions (a 
perfect value would be close to 101325 Pa). 
Unluckily, there are no refrigerants having all these characteristics, anyway, the 
most suitable for adsorption refrigeration systems are ammonia, water, methanol 
and ethanol. Some physical properties of refrigerants for adsorption systems are 
shown in Tab. 2.2.  
Refrigerants with a boiling point below 10 °C at 101325 Pa are positive 
pressure refrigerants, while the others are vacuum refrigerants. Ammonia is an 
example of refrigerant with positive pressure, and it can be used with adsorbents 
such as chlorides, activated carbon, and activated carbon fibre. 
 
Tab. 2.2. Physical properties of common refrigerants for adsorption systems [3]. 
Refrigerants Chemical 
formula 
Normal boiling 
point [°C] 
Molecular 
weight 
Latent heat of 
vaporization L [kJ/kg] 
Density  
[kg/m3] 
 x L 
[MJ/m3] 
Ammonia NH3 -34 17 1368 681 932 
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Water H2O 100 18 2258 958 2163 
Methanol CH3OH 65 32 1102 791 872 
Ethanol C2H5OH 79 46 842 789 665 
 
Water could be considered a perfect refrigerant, except for its extreme low 
saturation pressure and for the impossibility of freezing conditions below 0 °C. 
Water is normally employed in a pair with zeolite or silica gel, as presented in 
the experimental section of this thesis. 
2.4. Working pairs 
Physical adsorbents adsorption involves intermolecular forces, which mostly 
include dispersion force, Debye force, and orientation force. They do not involve 
a substantial change in the electronic orbital configurations of the species 
involved. Among the most studied physical adsorption working pairs, which are 
activated carbon-methanol, activated carbon-ammonia, silica gel-water and 
zeolite-water, the silica gel-water and zeolite working pairs are used in the 
adsorption chiller installed in the experimental [3]. 
In the adsorption process between water and silica gel, the water molecule is 
connected with the silica alcohol group while the surface coverage degree is low. 
As the surface coverage degree increases, the hydrogen bond becomes the main 
connecting force. The adsorption heat for this pair is about 2500 kJ/kg and 
desorption temperature can be very low, but above 50 °C [15]. 
There is about 4-6% mass water connected with a single hydroxyl group on 
the surface of silica atom, which cannot be removed, otherwise the silica gel 
would lose the adsorption capability. Thus, desorption temperature cannot be 
higher than 120 °C, and it is generally lower than 90 °C. Research in Japan 
developed a three-stage adsorption system with silica gel -water working pair, 
and such a system can be powered by heat sources with a temperature of 40-50 
°C. The lowest driven temperature for the silica gel-water working pair taken 
from experiments is about 55 °C [16], [17]. Such a low desorption temperature is 
very suitable for solar energy utilization. Two negative aspects of the silica gel-
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water couple are the low adsorption quantity, which is about 0.2 kg/kg, and the 
impossibility of producing evaporation temperatures below 0 °C. Physical 
adsorption working pairs are usually preferred when solar energy is the heat 
source. In particular silica gel-water and zeolite-water are suitable working pairs 
for solar energy due to the low desorption temperature, but they can only be 
applied for the air conditioning due to the impossibility of producing sub-zero 
temperature. 
Activated carbon-methanol pair can be used for freezing applications, and it 
can be driven by heat sources with temperatures lower than 120 °C. Silica gel-
water and activated carbon-methanol working pairs are also suitable for low 
temperature waste heat. Suitable pairs for high temperature waste heat are 
zeolite-water, activated carbon-ammonia, metal chlorides-ammonia, and 
composite adsorbents-ammonia. Tab. 2.3 shows a comparison between different 
working pairs in terms of evaporation temperature, COP and SCP. COP and SCP 
are the two main parameters to evaluate the performance for adsorption 
refrigeration. Adsorption refrigeration systems with silica gel-water, activated 
carbon-methanol and zeolite-water operate under vacuum conditions, and leak-
proof machines are essential for maintaining the performance of the system. 
Systems that utilize ammonia as a refrigerant have positive pressure, and the 
manufacturing and maintenance are much easier if compared with vacuum 
systems [3]. 
 
Tab. 2.3. Performance comparison of different adsorption working pairs [3]. 
Adsorption working pair Evaporation 
temperature 
[°C] 
COP SCP 
[W/kg] 
Characteristics  Data source 
       
Activated carbon-NH3 8 - 1000 Convective thermal 
wave cycle 
 Calculation 
Activated carbon  
fiber/CaCl2-NH3 
1 0.6 330 Composite adsorbent, 
heat pipe heating 
 Experiment 
Activated carbon-NH3 3 0.67 557 Convective thermal 
wave cycle 
 Calculation 
SrCl2-NH3 -10 0.32 230 Single effect system  Experiment 
(MnCl2+NiCl2)-NH3 -25 0.4 70 x 2 Double effect system  Calculation 
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Metal hydride-hydrogen -10 0.43 25 x 2 Thermal wave cycle  Experiment 
Graphite/silica gel-water 3 - 35 x 2 Composite adsorbent  Experiment 
Silica gel-water 10 0.4 85 Split heat pipe type 
evaporator 
 Experiment 
Zeolite-water 5 0.9 125 x 2 Intermittent convective 
thermal wave cycle 
 Calculation 
CaCl2/activated carbon-
ammonia 
-15 0.41 731 Composite adsorbent, 
heat pipe type heating 
and cooling 
 Experiment 
CaCl2/activated carbon-
ammonia 
-25 0.36 627.7 Composite adsorbent, 
heat pipe type heating 
and cooling 
 Experiment 
       
2.5. Solar refrigeration technology 
Among the various technologies based on use of renewable energy, those that 
use solar energy and their integration with high-efficiency technologies are a 
topic of study on which the scientific community is very active [18], [19]. Under 
the dual pressure of energy crisis and environmental pollution, as an unlimited 
and pollution-free natural energy source, solar energy is considered to be the 
energy source of the future, and for this reason it is attracting great attention 
worldwide [3]. In this context, solar thermal cooling, which is an emerging 
technology, is becoming more popular because a thermal solar collector directly 
converts light into heat and because the sunlight is in phase with the cooling 
demand. 
Solar refrigeration technology engages a system where solar power is used for 
cooling purposes. Cooling can be achieved through four basic methods: solar PV 
cooling, solar thermo-electrical cooling, solar thermo-mechanical cooling, and 
solar thermal cooling. The first is a PV-based solar energy system, where solar 
energy is converted into electrical energy and used for refrigeration much like 
conventional methods [20]. The second one produce cool by thermoelectric 
processes [21]. The third one converts the thermal energy to mechanical energy, 
which is utilized to produce the refrigeration effect. The fourth method utilizes a 
solar thermal refrigeration system, where a solar collector directly heats the 
refrigerant through collector tubes instead of using solar electric power [22]. 
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Solar thermally assisted cooling and air-conditioning can contribute to an 
environmentally friendly building supply system for the following reasons: 
 significant savings in primary energy consumption and reduction of CO2 
emissions are possible; 
 load relieving of the public electricity grid in terms of both peak power 
and energy, thus contributing to grid stabilization if the grid is 
technologically up to date; 
 combined utilization of solar heat for heating, cooling and domestic hot 
water production, allowing an high utilization of the solar thermal system 
during the whole year; 
 no use of working materials (refrigerants) with high global warming 
potential; 
 less noise emissions and less vibrations if compared with vapour 
compression technologies. 
Among the solar thermal cooling systems based on sorption technologies, it is 
possible to categorize them either in open or closed sorption systems. 
2.5.1. Open sorption systems 
Open system is referred to solid or liquid desiccant systems that are used both for 
dehumidification and humidification. Basically, desiccant systems transfer 
humidity from one airstream to another by means of two processes. In the 
sorption process moisture is transferred from the air into a desiccant material 
exploiting the difference in water vapor pressure between the humid air and the 
desiccant. If the desiccant material is dry and cold, then its surface vapor 
pressure is lower than that of the moist air, and moisture in the air is attracted 
and absorbed to the desiccant material. In desorption (regeneration) process, the 
captured moisture is released to the airstream by increasing the desiccant 
temperature. At the end of regeneration process, the desiccant material is cooled 
down by the cold airstream. Then it is ready to absorb the moisture again. When 
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these processes are cycled, the desiccant system can transfer the moisture 
continuously by changing the desiccant surface vapor pressures, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2.4 [23].  
 
 
Fig. 2.4. Process of moisture transfer by desiccant [23]. 
 
To drive the cycle presented in Fig. 2.4, thermal energy is required during 
desorption phase. The difference between solid and liquid desiccants is their 
reaction to moisture [23]. 
Since the focus of the thesis is not on the open sorption systems, a quick list of 
the different kind of open sorption systems’ configuration is given below: 
 liquid desiccant system; 
 solid desiccant system; 
 desiccant cooling system. 
Systems using liquid sorption materials, which have several advantages like 
higher air dehumidification rate at the same driving temperature and the 
possibility of energy storage using concentrated hygroscopic solutions, are not 
yet market available. Quite a lot of demonstration plans have been realized in 
order to test the applicability of this technology for solar assisted air 
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conditioning. A possible general scheme of a liquid desiccant cooling system is 
shown in Fig. 2.5. 
 
 
Fig. 2.5. General scheme of a liquid desiccant cooling system [24]. 
 
The supply air is dehumidified in a exceptional configured spray zone of the 
absorber, where a concentrated salt solution is diluted by the moisture of the 
supply air. The process efficiency may be enhanced through heat rejection of 
sorption heat, by means of indirect evaporative cooling of the return air and heat 
recovery. A subsequent evaporative cooling of the supply air may be applied, if 
necessary (heat recovery and evaporative cooling is not shown in Fig. 2.5). In a 
regenerator, heat from solar collector is applied, to concentrate the solution 
again. Both the concentrated and diluted solutions can be stored in high energy 
storages, thus allowing a decoupling in time between cooling and regeneration to 
a certain extent. 
In the case of solid desiccant material, the standard cycle using a desiccant 
wheel is shown in Fig. 2.6. The application of this cycle is limited to temperate 
type of weather, since the possible dehumidification is not high enough to enable 
evaporative cooling of the supply air at conditions with far higher values of 
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ambient air moisture. Hence, for climates like those in the Mediterranean 
countries other configurations of desiccant processes have to be used. 
 
 
Fig. 2.6. Scheme of a solar thermally driven solid desiccant evaporative cooling system (DEC), using rotating 
sorption and heat recovery wheels [24]. 
The working processes presented in Fig. 2.6 can be summarized in details as 
follows. 
 
1-2: sorptive dehumidification of supply air; the process is nearly adiabatic 
and the air is heated by the adsorption heat released in the matrix of 
the sorption wheel; 
2-3: pre-cooling of the supply air in counter-flow to the return air from the 
building; 
3-4: evaporative cooling of the supply air to the desired supply air 
humidity by means of a humidifier; 
4-5: the heating coil is used only in the heating season for pre-heating of 
air; 
5-6: small temperature increase, caused by the fan; 
6-7: supply air temperature and humidity are increased by means of 
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internal loads; 
7-8: return air from the building is cooled using evaporative cooling close 
to the saturation line; 
8-9: the return air is pre-heated in counter-flow to the supply air by means 
of a high efficient air-to-air heat exchanger, e.g. a heat recovery wheel; 
9-10: regeneration heat is provided for instance by means of a solar thermal 
collector system; 
10-11: the water bound in the pores of the desiccant material of the 
dehumidifier wheel is desorbed by means of the hot air; 
11-12: exhaust air is removed to the environment by means of the return air 
fan. 
 
In general, desiccant evaporative cooling is a remarkable option in centralized 
ventilation systems applications. At sites with high latent and sensible cooling 
loads, the air conditioning process can be divided into dehumidification by 
means of a thermally driven open cycle desiccant process, and an additional 
chilled water system to maintain the sensible loads by means of e.g. chilled 
ceilings with high chilled water temperatures, in order to increase the efficiency 
of the chilled water production. More details on open cycle processes and 
desiccant wheels technology are given in [25] and [26]. 
2.5.2. Closed sorption systems 
Closed sorption technology comprises absorption and adsorption technology. 
The core differences between these two sorts of technologies are the sorbents. The 
absorbents generally are liquid such as LiBr and NH3, and the adsorbents are 
granular or compact solid, such as silica gel, zeolite, and chlorides. Compared 
with other cooling systems, solar adsorption refrigeration system, that is the aim 
of the investigation in this thesis, has the following characteristics: 
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 structure of the system is not complex and its operation is not difficult, 
and furthermore, internal solution pumps or rectifying devices are not 
required. Therefore, the running costs of the system are low. There are 
also no refrigerant contamination, crystallization, and corrosion problems; 
 different adsorption working pairs can be chosen for different heating and 
evaporation temperatures. For instance, a solar adsorption air-
conditioning system with a silica gel-water working pair can be driven by 
the hot water of 55-95 °C for producing the chilling water at 5-20 °C. A 
solar adsorption ice maker with activated carbon-methanol working pair 
can be directly driven by solar radiation on the solar collectors [3]; 
 system’s requirement of cooling power for air conditioning can match 
solar radiation. The stronger the solar radiation is, the higher the ambient 
temperature is, and the greater the required cooling load is, thus the 
larger the cooling power of the system is; 
 in comparison with the absorption and compression refrigeration 
systems, the cooling power of adsorption systems is relatively small. 
Because of the critical heat and mass transfer ability, if the cooling 
capacity increases, the mass of adsorbent and heat exchanger will 
increase, and thus the initial investment will increase too. The machine 
will be large. In addition, due to the low energy density of solar radiation 
on the ground, a relatively large collector area to collect a certain amount 
of heating power is required. Because of the reasons above, it is difficult to 
develop successful solar ice makers, refrigerators, or air conditioners; 
 because the solar energy strongly depends on the seasons and is 
characterized by periodical and intermittent behavior, solar driven 
adsorber usually needs backup heater when it is applied as the only air 
conditioning unit. 
Since 1970s, several researchers in the world began to study the solar driven 
adsorption refrigeration systems. Adsorption refrigeration systems 
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commercialization started firstly in the US and Japan. In China, researchers have 
started theoretical and experimental research on the solar adsorption 
refrigeration technology since the 1970s, and also in Europe the research and the 
commercialization of adsorption technology systems has been carried on. Fig. 2.7 
displays current available adsorption chillers arranged by chilling capacity. 
 
 
Fig. 2.7. Typical capacity range of adsorption chiller brands. The listed products are market available, either by 
small series production or fabrication on demand. No claim to be complete [24]. 
2.5.3. Closed adsorption system configurations 
In solar adsorption cooling system a thermally driven chiller is used for the 
production of useful cooling. In this case, the heat generated by the solar thermal 
system serves as driving force for the thermally driven chiller. Taking into 
account the supply of useful cooling and the cession of the chiller’s reject heat to 
the ambient, a system with three sub-systems is designed, as shown in Fig. 2.8: 
 the solar thermal system provides heat to the desorber (G) of the chiller; 
 reject heat of condenser (C) and adsorber (A) are released via cooling 
water loop; 
 useful cooling is provided by the evaporator (E) and supplied to the 
consumer via the chilled water loop. 
In order to cope with different ambient conditions, specific demand 
characteristics of heating and cooling, and room appliances for heating and 
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cooling, in real applications a variety of technical options is available for all three 
sub-systems. 
 
Fig. 2.8. Basic solar cooling system: thermally driven chiller coupled to solar thermal system, cooling water loop, 
and chilled water loop [27]. 
 
The different options are presented in Fig. 2.9 on basis of a standardized 
system topology [27] according to the basic structure of the generic system 
discussed above. In detail, the following options are to be specified in the three 
sub-systems and their components. 
Solar sub-system: 
 solar collector; 
 heat exchanger; 
 hot storage; 
 backup heater. 
Heat rejection sub-system: 
 main cooler; 
 auxiliary cooler; 
 heat exchangers for separation of primary and secondary cooling loop. 
Chilled water sub-system: 
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 load and room cooling appliance; 
 distribution of chilled water to the cooling appliances; 
 cold storage; 
 backup chiller. 
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Fig. 2.9. Standardized system topology with placeholders for the integration of optional system components 
[27]. 
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3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND MODELS 
DESCRIPTION 
In this chapter, a theoretical analysis of the adsorption chiller based solar cooling 
technology is carried out. The examined technologies are described both from the 
mathematical and from the energetic point of view. 
A description of the adsorption chiller working principle and its mathematical 
model is given. Furthermore, the energy balance of a generic solar cooling system 
with solar collectors, adsorption chiller, hot storage and cold storage, is given in 
order to properly define the performance indexes that are usually calculated in 
this kind of analyses. The chapter will end with a section dedicated to the 
detailed description of the mathematical models implemented in the simulation 
software object of this work, which will be described in chapter 5. 
3.1. Adsorption refrigeration cycles 
Considering the working principle, the adsorption refrigeration cycle can be 
divided into intermittent cycles and continuous cycles. Intermittent adsorption 
refrigeration cycles are always characterized by the utilization of a one bed 
system. Continuous refrigeration cycles are generally made of two or more beds 
running alternately, providing continuous refrigeration output. One of the 
adsorption chillers, which has been analyzed both experimentally and by means 
of simulation software, is a double bed adsorption chiller based on the utilization 
of the Silica gel-water working pair, and its cycle description is given below, 
keeping in mind that this description is theoretically extendable to the other 
experimentally tested chiller, which is based on zeolite-water working pair. 
3.1.1. Continuous two bed adsorption refrigeration cycle 
The basic type of continuous double bed adsorption refrigeration cycle can 
ensure that at any time one of the two adsorbent beds is at the cooling and 
adsorption stage, for this reason the cooling power can be released continually. 
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The two-bed system is commonly used in the cycle when the optimal 
desorption time is the same as the optimal adsorption time. This can take a 
reasonable average time as a half-cycle period both for adsorption and 
desorption processes. The process diagram of a physical two-bed refrigeration 
cycle is shown in Fig. 3.1. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1. Two-bed continuous adsorption refrigeration cycle [3]. 
 
As presented in Fig. 3.2, at the beginning, the adsorbent is heated and desorbed, 
and the process goes from 1 to 3. During the process 2-3, valve C3 is open, and the 
refrigerant gas desorbing from the adsorbent bed is condensed in the condenser 
C. At the same time, adsorbent bed 2 is at the cooling and adsorption state, the 
change process is 3-4-1 in Fig. 3.2. During the process of 4-1, valve C4 is open for 
adsorbent bed 2 and the refrigerant evaporates in the evaporator as a result of the 
adsorption in adsorbent bed 2. Such process produces the useful cooling power 
[3]. 
 
Fig. 3.2. Basic adsorption refrigeration cycle diagram [3]. 
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In the two-bed system, assuming t as the desorption time for an adsorbent bed 
and as a half-cycle time for the two-bed system, at the time 0 the adsorbent bed 1 
is switched to be heated (SH) for the desorption phase. Then at time t, while 
adsorbent bed 1 is switched to be cooled (SC) for adsorption process, adsorbent 
bed 2 starts to be heated beginning the desorption process. The cycle ends when 
the time is 2t. In actual operating conditions, 2t or 4t would be the next cycle for 
the two-bed system, as presented in Tab. 3.1 [3]. 
 
Tab. 3.1. The operation process of a two-bed system [3]. 
Time 
(minutes) 
Adsorbent bed 1 Adsorbent bed 2 
   
0 SHa - 
t SCb SH 
2t SH SC 
3t SC SH 
4t SH SC 
   
aSH, switched to be heated. 
bSC, switched to be cooled. 
 
3.1.2. Thermodynamic calculation and analysis of a basic cycle [3]. 
From the heat transfer performance point of view, as shown in Fig. 3.2, seven 
kinds of heat are involved in the basic cycle. Assuming that the working fluids 
for heating and cooling processes are the same in the adsorbent bed, and 
neglecting the accumulated fluid capacity in the adsorbent bed during heating 
and cooling processes, the various heats are calculated as follows [3]: 
1. hQ  - sensible heat in the adsorbent bed during the isometric heating process 
(process 1-2 in Fig. 3.2) 
 
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where )(TCa  is the specific heat capacity of the adsorbent; )(TCLc  is the 
specific heat capacity of the liquid refrigerants; )(TCm  is the specific heat of 
metal in the adsorbent bed; aM , aM  and madbM  are the mass of adsorbent, 
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liquid refrigerants, metal of the adsorbent bed, respectively. 2ax  is the 
adsorption quantity of the adsorbent bed at the end of the adsorption 
process at temperature 2aT . The first part of eq.(2) is the sensible heat of the 
adsorbent, the second part is the sensible heat of refrigerants, and the third 
part is the sensible heat of the metal of the adsorbent bed. 
2. dQ  - desorption heat in the desorption process (process 2-3 in Fig. 3.2) 
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where dx  is negative in the desorption process, dh  is desorption heat, x is 
the adsorption quantity of the adsorbent. The first part of eq.(3) is the 
sensible heat of the adsorbent, the second part is the sensible heat of the 
refrigerant in the adsorbent bed, the third part is the sensible heat of the 
metal heat capacity, and the last part is the desorption heat. 
3. cQ  - the sensible heat during the cooling process of adsorbent bed (process 
3-4 in Fig. 3.2) 
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where 2dx  is the adsorption quantity at the end of the desorption at 
temperature 2gT . 
4. adQ  - the heat exhausted to the surroundings in the cooling process for 
adsorption by the cold source (process 4-1 in Fig. 3.2) 
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where )(TCpc  is the specific heat at a constant pressure of the gaseous 
working fluid and the ah  is the adsorption heat. The last part of eq.(5) is the 
adsorbed sensible heat of the gaseous working fluid from the evaporation 
temperature eT  to 2aT . 
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5. erefQ  - the cooling power from the evaporation heat of the refrigerant 
LxMQ aeref   (6) 
where L  is the latent heat of vaporization of the refrigerant. 
6. condQ  - the heat released in the condensation process (assuming that the 
condenser is at a constant temperature, and ignoring the sensible heat of the 
metal of the condenser) 
 
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where the first part is the latent heat of vaporization and the second part is 
the sensible heat of the vapor working fluid released during the 
condensation process. gT  is the temperature of the adsorbent bed in the 
desorption process. 
7. evasQ  - the sensible heat released to the surroundings by the liquid refrigerant 
dropped from cT  to the evaporation temperature eT   
 
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The above formulas are all the theoretical equations involved in the adsorption 
cooling process. Actually, due to the complexity of the physical properties of the 
working fluid and various types of losses involved, it is quite difficult to calculate 
the heat accurately. Under this condition it is possible to use the above formulas 
to analyze the thermodynamic cycle and guide the design of an adsorption 
system theoretically. 
COP can be used to evaluate the cycle, by means of eq.(9). 
dh
evaseref
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  (9) 
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3.1.3. Cooling systems driven by solar energy 
In typical civilian buildings, air conditioning accounts for more than half of the 
total energy consumption. With the development of economic and living 
standards, the energy consumption on air conditioning keeps increasing every 
year, and it brings enormous pressure on energy, electricity, and the 
environment. There have been numerous projects worldwide relating to the 
system used for converting solar thermal energy into useful cooling. These 
systems have included the use of flat-plates, evacuated tubes, photovoltaic and 
concentrating solar collectors in combination with desiccant cooling, adsorption 
chillers, absorption chillers, vapor compression systems, and ejector refrigeration 
systems. 
The relative efficiency for each of these solar cooling systems is determined 
based on the efficiency of the collector device ( coll ) and the COP of the cooling 
cycle. The overall system efficiency, also referred to as solar coefficient of 
performance (SCOP), is indicated in eq.(10) 
COP
G
Q
SCOP
T
u   (10) 
or 
COPSCOP coll   (11) 
where uQ  is the useful heat gained by the collector, and TG  is the solar 
irradiance. 
The SCOP is used because it gives a simple but combined index of system 
efficiency as well as capital cost. Therefore, it should be noticed that the collector 
and heat rejection component size and cost for technologies (as described in 
chapter 3.4) are significantly affected by SCOP. A more easy description of the 
adsorption solar cooling system configuration is given, in order to better define 
the SCOP term. 
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The operation of adsorption refrigerators and heat pumps is therefore based 
on the ability of porous solids (the adsorbent, e.g., silica gel, as in the machine 
tested during this thesis work period) to adsorb vapour (the adsorbate or 
refrigerant) when at low temperature and to desorb it when heated.  
Based on the Clapeyron diagram in fig, and assuming that heat supplied to 
the adsorption cooling system is derived from solar energy, the SCOP can be 
established on the two ideal Carnot cycles and this is given by eq.(12) 
)(
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condevaps
condsevap
coll
TTT
TTT
SCOP


  (12) 
where maxTTs   (K) is the temperature of heat source, evapT  (K) is the temperature 
of refrigeration load, and condT  (K) is the temperature of the heat sink. 
 
Fig. 3.3. Clapeyron diagram for an adsorption system [28] 
 
3.2. Evacuated tube collector model [29]. 
Evacuated tube solar collectors are modeled using a quadratic efficiency curve 
and a biaxial Incidence Angle Modifiers (IAM). 
The thermal performance of the total collector array is determined both by the 
number of modules in series and the characteristics of each module. The user 
must provide results from standard tests of efficiency versus a ratio of fluid 
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temperature minus ambient temperature to radiation ( TIT ). The fluid 
temperature may be an inlet, average, or outlet temperature. The model assumes 
that the efficiency vs. TIT  curve could be modeled as a quadratic equation. 
Corrections are applied to the slope, intercept, and curvature parameters to 
account for the presence of a heat exchanger, identical collectors in series, and 
flow rates other than those at test conditions. There are four possibilities for 
considering the effects of off-normal solar incidence. Optical modes 2 and 3 
require test data for single-axis incidence angle modifiers. Optical mode 4 
determines modifiers from properties of the covers. In the fifth optical mode, the 
user must enter bi-axial incidence angle modifier data. This is useful for 
considering non-optically symmetric collectors such as evacuated tubes. If the 
optical mode is set to 1, no off-normal incidence effects are considered. 
A general equation for solar thermal collector efficiency can be obtained from 
the Hottel-Whillier equation [30] as: 
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The loss coefficient LU  is not exactly constant, so a better expression is obtained 
by taking into account a non-linear dependency of LU  versus )( ai TT  : 
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Eq.(14) can be rewritten as: 
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The thermal efficiency is defined by three parameters: 0a , 1a  and 2a . Those three 
parameters are available for collectors tested according to [31]. 
In eq.(15) T  is equal to ai TT  . Collector test reports sometimes provide the 
efficiency curve using a different temperature difference: 
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The first formulation is usually chosen in the US, and the second one is used in 
most European documents. Eq.(14) can use any of those definitions of the 
temperature difference and the user can specify the 0a , 1a  and 2a  coefficients 
using any of the definitions. If the coefficients are given in the terms of the 
average or the outlet temperature, correction factors must be applied. Those 
correction factors have been derived for linear efficiency curves (eq.(13)), so 
eq.(14) must first be converted to that form by performing some manipulations. 
A modified first-order collector efficiency coefficient is defined: 
)(/ aiTLLL TTUUU   (17) 
which gives 
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The correction factors are then given by [30]: 
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3.2.1. Corrections to the ideal efficiency curve 
Analytical corrections are applied to the corrector parameters to account for: 
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 operation at flow rates other than the value at test conditions; 
 number of identical collectors mounted in series (NS); 
 non-normal solar incidence. 
These modifications are outlined in [30] and summarized as follows. 
Flow rate correction 
In order to account for conditions when the collector is operated at a flow rate 
other than the value at which it was tested, both nRF )(  and LRUF   are 
corrected to account for changes in RF . The ratio, 1r , by which they are corrected 
is given by: 
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To use this equation, it is necessary to estimate LUF  . That quantity can be 
calculated from the test conditions: 
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Series collectors 
Both nRF )(  and LRUF   are analytically modified to account for identical 
collectors mounted in series. The ratio, r2, by which they are corrected, is: 
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Non-normal solar incidence: Incidence Angle Modifier (IAM) 
Collector tests are generally performed on clear sky days at normal incidence so 
that the transmittance-absorptance product )(  is nearly the normal incidence 
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value for beam radiation, n)( . The intercept efficiency, nRF )( , is corrected 
for non-normal solar incidence by the factor n)/()(  . By definition, )(  is 
the ratio of the total absorbed radiation to the incidence one. Thus, a general 
expression for n)/()(   is: 
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(24) 
IAM for beam radiation 
Evacuated tubes collectors are optically non-symmetric, thus they require biaxial 
Incidence Angle Modifiers nb )/()(   to be provided in an external data file, 
which has been created as a part of the modelling activity. 
Fig. 3.4 shows a graphical representation of the longitudinal and transversal 
directions: 
 the longitudinal incidence angle is measured in a plane that is 
perpendicular to the collector plane and contains the collector azimuth. 
The corresponding IAM is referred to as IAM, or altitude modifier; 
 the transversal incidence angle measured in a plane that is perpendicular 
to both the collector aperture and the longitudinal plane. The 
corresponding IAM is referred to as the transversal IAM or azimuthal 
modifier. 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Transversal and longitudinal directions [29]. 
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In most cases, collector test reports provide the transversal IAM for different 
transversal incidence angles values (and longitudinal angle equal to zero) and 
longitudinal IAM for different longitudinal incident angles (and transversal 
angle equal to zero). The data file requires the IAM for non-zero longitudinal and 
transversal angles. The IAM for any l  and t  can be approximated by 
multiplying IAM )0,( l  and IAM ),0( t , as discussed in [32] and [33]. 
 
IAM for diffused radiation 
The IAM for diffuse radiation is given by the ratio of adsorbed diffuse radiation 
to incident diffuse radiation over the sky dome for a horizontal collector, 
assuming isotropic diffuse radiation. In general: 
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Eq.(25) integration is performed numerically, once at the start of the simulation, 
with the user supplied IAM data for nb )/()(  . 
3.2.2. External data file 
The model reads the biaxial incidence angle modifier data from an external data 
file, which has been created extrapolating their values from collector’s fact sheet 
reporting IAM angle modifiers as shown in Fig. 3.5. 
 
 
Fig. 3.5. Transversal and longitudinal incidence angle modifiers for different incidence angles [34]. 
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The external data file consists of at least two values of incidence angles (in both 
directions) and modifiers. Since two different kinds of modules are used, it has 
been necessary to create different external files depending on the solar collector 
related fact sheet. 
3.3. Stratified fluid storage tank model [29] 
The thermal performance of a fluid-filled sensible energy storage tank, subject to 
thermal stratification, is modeled in assuming that the tank consists of N (N≤100) 
fully-mixed equal volume segments, as shown in fig. The degree of stratification 
is determined by the value of N. If N is set equal to one, the storage tank is 
modeled as a fully-mixed tank and no stratification effects are considered. 
Options of fixed or variable inlets, unequal size nodes, temperature dead-band 
on heaters’ thermostats, incremental loss coefficients, and losses to gas flue of 
auxiliary heater are available to be chosen in the model parameters setting. 
 
 
Fig. 3.6. Stratified fluid storage tank [29]. 
 
An assumption employed in the model is that the fluid streams flowing up and 
down from each node are fully mixed before they enter each segment. In terms of 
fig, this implies that 1m  is added to 4m , 2m  is added to 3m , and a resultant flow, 
either up or down, is determined. 
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Fig. 3.7. Flowstreams between segments [29]. 
 
3.4. Adsorption chiller performance map model 
This model relies on a text data file containing a performance map that specifies 
the chiller’s capacity and COP as a function of hot water inlet temperature, 
cooling water inlet temperature and chilled water inlet temperature. The chilled 
water energy is computed as: 
)))((,( ,,, setchwinchwchwpchwcapacitychw TTcmqMINq    (26) 
in which setchwT ,  is the set point temperature for the outlet chilled water stream 
and is an input to the model. 
The hot water energy required to regenerate the desiccant matrix is calculated 
as: 
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The energy that has to be rejected to the cooling water stream is then: 
auxhwchwcw qqqq    (28) 
where auxq  is the auxiliary energy required to run chiller pumps and controllers. 
With all of the energy terms computed, the model next calculates the outlet water 
stream conditions: 
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Finally, the code computes the machine’s current COP based on: 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
In this section, an experimental analysis on different components of two solar 
cooling plants is carried out. Along the chapter, after the description of facilities 
and their components, an error analysis based on sensors’ accuracies and the 
presentation of the most relevant results aimed to evaluate the behavior of the 
systems’ components under real operating conditions are reported. 
The main objective of the experimental analysis has been to understand the 
behavior in real operating conditions of an innovative technology aimed to 
reduce the electrical consumption due to conditioned air production during the 
summer period and consequently to reduce the CO2 emissions because of 
renewable energy source utilization. 
The two experimental facilities are installed in Basovizza campus of AREA 
Science Park (Trieste). One of the facilities is placed in the building Q1 and the 
second is installed in the building Q2. Both the pilot systems have been funded, 
designed, developed and monitored as part of the ongoing European projects 
ADRIACOLD and EMILIE respectively. 
The technical challenges of these projects are to identify and test innovative 
technologies, competencies, knowledge and products representing effective 
solutions for energy efficiency in tertiary building sector by means of innovative 
ICT-network of pilot plants in order to: 
 re-use of thermal energy otherwise dissipated (especially in the winter 
season); 
 have a very low primary energy consumption (less electrical power, less 
fuel); 
 provide variable power depending on the cool and heat load trough an 
intelligent control; 
 assure high efficiency, high reliability and low maintenance; 
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 introduce standardized procedures for this kind of plants design and 
setting up; 
 drop fixed costs; 
 to promote and spread the use of solar cooling technology for building air 
conditioning in order to gain an increasing independence from fossil fuels 
thus promoting a low carbon economy; 
 to generate guidelines useful to adopt a range of new products and/or 
plants for conditioning residential and commercial buildings; 
 
 
Fig. 4.1. Aerial view of the solar cooling facilities position in Basovizza campus of AREA Science Park. 
 
The facilities and their monitoring systems are industrially oriented, thus, with 
this premise, it must be noticed that the resulting experimental investigation is 
more qualitative than quantitative. 
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4.1. Experimental facilities 
Both the experimental solar cooling plants are composed by evacuated tubes 
solar collectors, hot water storage tank, cold water storage tank, heat exchanger 
to separate the water and glycol solution which fills the solar panels from the 
other parts of the system, adsorption chiller unit, indirect cooling coils part of the 
air handling units of buildings Q1 and Q2. In addition, in building Q1 two 
indirect heating coils are installed. Both the systems are installed as an 
integration to the air handling units of the buildings Q1 and Q2, and the energy 
transferred from hot or cold water streams to the air treated by the pre-existing 
air handling units is just a little contribute to the cooling and heating demands of 
both the buildings. The contribution for cooling in the summer periods in 
nominal working conditions is lower than 10% of the overall cooling demand. 
4.1.1. Evacuated tubes solar collectors 
In both the systems, evacuated tubes solar collectors are installed, and due to 
structural and layout considerations, they are differently oriented and tilted. The 
system installed in building Q1 is equipped with 25 Thermics 10 DTH which are 
distributed in 5 parallel strings of 5 panels each. The system installed in building 
Q2 is equipped with 12 parallel strings of panels and each of them is composed 
by a series of 3 Thermics 20 DTH and 1 Thermics 30 DTH. Collectors’ technical 
details are presented in Tab. 4.1. 
4.1.2. Adsorption chillers 
The solar collectors are coupled with two different kinds of adsorption chillers: 
while the one installed in Q1 building is a Thermics SHC 18 water-zeolite 
adsorption unit (originally developed by Invensor, model HTC 18 VARIO), the 
other, that is installed in building Q2, is a Sortech eCoo 20 IPS water-silica gel 
chiller. Both the machines could be used as heat pumps during the winter period 
for a higher reduction of the overall energy consumption of the buildings, future 
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works and control strategies implementations will probably investigate this 
opportunity. Adsorption chillers’ technical details are presented in Tab. 4.2. 
 
Tab. 4.1. Collectors’ technical dimensions and data [35],[36],[37]. 
  
Q1 Q2 
10 DTH 20 DTH 30 DTH 
Total length [m] 1.965 2.015 2.015 
Total width [m] 1.132 1.404 2.104 
Gross surface [m2] 2.224 2.829 4.24 
Aperture surface [m2] 1.962 1.905 2.856 
Absorber surface [m2] 2.559 1.631 2.445 
Empty weight [kg] 49 73 112 
Nominal flow rate [l/h] 120 120 180 
Fluid content [l] 2.4 5.8 8.8 
Max operating pressure [bar] 6 6 6 
Stagnation temperature [°C] 182 184 184 
Azimuth [°] 180 190 190 
Tilt [°] 35 10 10 
Number 25 36 12 
4.1.3. Solar cooling systems description and layouts 
Other main components main details, such as the hot and cold storage tanks 
volumes, the heat exchangers models, the dry-coolers power, the solar fields 
circulation pumps flow rates and the precooling coils flow rates are summarized 
in Tab. 4.3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tab. 4.2. Adsorption chillers technical data [38],[39]. 
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Q1 Q2 
HTC 18 VARIO eCoo 20 IPS 
Hot water temperature range [°C] 75-100 55-95 
Cooling water temperature [°C] 20-47 max. 45 
Chilled water temperature [°C] 9-25 min. 6 
Refrigeration power [kW] 18 up to 24 
Heating capacity [kW] 34.6 up to 80 
COPth [-] max. 0.55 max. 0.65 
WxDxH [mm] 750 x 1100 x 1370 800 x 1700 x 1970 
Hot water circuit nominal flow rate [l/h] 3600 3200 
Cooling water circuit nominal flow rate [l/h] 6000 8200 
Chilled water circuit nominal flow rate [l/h] 3900 4000 
 
Tab. 4.3. Q1 and Q2 systems components details. 
 
Q1 Q2 
Hot storage tank volume [l] 2000 800 
Cold storage tank volume[l] 1000 500 
Solar field fluid circulation pump nominal 
flow rate [l/h] 
2400 5270 
Primary to secondary circuit heat exchanger 
GEA-GBS 500H - 
Brazed plates - 60 
plates 
SWEP - 
B10THx40/1P-SC-
M - Brazed plates -
40 plates 
Dry-cooler cooling power [kW] 50 42 
AHU pre-cooling coil flow rate [m3/h] 8000 13500 
Collectors fluid 
water 60% - glycol 
40 % 
water 60% - glycol 
40 % 
 
In Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 a schematic representation of the experimental facilities 
layouts is given. It is possible to notice the measuring elements installed in each 
of them taking into account that all the sensors measurements are acquired and 
recorded by two different acquisition units; one is from the Energy Team brand, 
with a minimum average sampling period of 15 minutes, the other from National 
Instruments, with a programmed sampling period of 1 second. The National 
Instruments platform has been installed in order to study the typical periodic 
transient behavior of the adsorption chillers. 
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Fig. 4.2. Q1 plant layout: T-Temperature sensor, FT-Flow transducer, P-Pump, G-Pyranometer, HST-Hot storage 
tank, CST-Cold storage tank, DC-Dry cooler, HEX-Heat exchanger, EDC-Emergency dry cooler, PHC-Pre 
heating coil, PCC-Pre cooling coil. 
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Fig. 4.3. Q2 plant layout: T-Temperature sensor, FT-Flow transducer, P-Pump, HST-Hot storage tank, CST-Cold 
storage tank, DC-Dry cooler, PCC-Pre cooling coil, HEX-Heat exchanger. 
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The monitored systems, according to the schemes presented in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 
4.3, are equipped with fluid temperature sensors, volume flow rate sensors and 
external ambient temperature. System Q1 is equipped with a pyranometer due to 
the measurement of the global irradiance on modules’ surface. Temperature 
sensors are Pt100 class A type with a measuring range of -40/150 °C and a 
minimum precision of ±0.15 °C at 0 °C; flow rate sensors are electromagnetic with 
a precision of 0.8 % at full scale; external ambient temperature is acquired by a 
Pt100 1/3 DIN sensor with a precision of ±0.08 °C at 0 °C. The pyranometer is a 
Kipp&Zonen CMP 11 secondary standard with a precision of 2 % over a daily 
total measurement in the range 0-1600 W/m2. 
4.2. Experimental results 
As a premise to the experimental results presentation it should be said that the 
solar cooling systems objects of this work have been installed at the end of last 
summer, thus the amount of collected data is quite low. However, some 
qualitative consideration emerged after the very first monitoring period can be 
done. Both the systems are still collecting heat through the solar panels but the 
chillers have been shut down since the end of October 2014. 
4.2.1. Solar collectors experimental analysis results 
As noticeable in Fig. 4.2, the system installed in building Q1 is equipped with 
a sufficient amount of sensors due to carry out some investigations on solar 
collectors’ performance. In solar panels analyses, the results from data collected 
during the period between the 7th of August and the 20th of January are 
presented. In order to assess the performance referring to the standard condition 
of 1000 W/m2, data presented in Fig. 4.4 have been filtered to take into account 
values of irradiance between 900 and 1100 W/m2; furthermore, in order to 
consider the ideal operating conditions of the system, values of flow rate greater 
than 2000 l/h have been chosen. 
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Fig. 4.4. Difference between average solar collectors temperature and ambient temperature versus solar 
collectors thermal power and global radiation in building Q1. 
 
In order to study the reason of such a dispersion of thermal power data 
presented in Fig. 4.4, thermal power is observed to be directly related to the 
temperature difference between collectors’ inlet and outlet (delta T), as shown in 
Fig. 4.5. 
 
 
Fig. 4.5. Thermal power for different inlet/outlet collectors fluid temperature difference and for different ratios 
between average temperature minus ambient temperature and irradiance. 
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It can be reasonably observed that, for a higher fluid temperature increase 
through the collector, and for an almost constant flow rate value, the developed 
thermal power grows. As a consequence of different thermal power resulting 
from different delta T, the same behavior is visible in collectors’ efficiency, as 
presented in Fig. 4.6. 
 
 
Fig. 4.6. Collectors’ efficiency for different inlet/outlet collectors fluid temperature difference and for different 
ratios between average temperature minus ambient temperature and irradiance. 
 
In order to consider the data in which the measurement error is acceptable, in 
Fig. 4.7, which is based on Fig. 4.4 data set, it is possible to observe collectors’ 
efficiency related to data corresponding to temperature difference between 
collectors’ outlet and inlet higher than 6 °C. Results’ analysis demonstrates a 
trend which is in agreement with the theoretical one reported in [35]. In 
comparison with the manufacturer’s data, a reason that explains the low 
efficiency measured values could be found in the absence of proper pipes 
insulation, whose length is approximately 50 meters, which leads to significant 
thermal losses in the solar collectors’ fluid circuit. 
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Fig. 4.7. Ratio between average panels’ temperature minus ambient temperature and global irradiance versus 
solar collectors’ efficiency in Q1 system, irradiance higher than 900 W/m2 and collectors’ inlet/outlet temperature 
difference higher than 6 °C. 
 
Taking into account the previous chart, it should be said that operating fluid flow 
rate through the collectors is very different from the one imposed during the tests 
reported in [35], and it could explain the relatively low average value of the 
measured efficiency and delta T. Among the various design parameters, the 
simulation analysis intends to assess the best possible flow rate set point for 
application with this size, thus different flow rates have been tested and the 
results are presented in chapter 5. 
4.2.2. Chillers experimental analysis results 
In this sub-section, some results on the behavior of the adsorption chillers are 
given. In particular, a better temperature trend has been recorded for the silica 
gel-water adsorption chiller installed in system Q2, with a production of cold 
water in agreement with the manufacturer declarations. In Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9, Fig. 
4.10 and Fig. 4.11 it is possible to observe the temperatures trends during four 
different operation days of October 2014. As a premise, it is necessary to say that 
the chillers’ switches on times are governed by the cooling requirements of the 
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building. If there is no air flow passing through the precooling coils of the air 
handling units the chilled water circulating pump is set to off. 
 
 
Fig. 4.8. Q2 system chilled water outlet temperature and flow rate, and hot water inlet temperature and flow 
rate, T4, FT2, T1, FT1 in Fig. 4.3 respectively. Data recorded on the 3rd of October 2014 with a sampling period of 
15 minutes. 
 
In Fig. 4.8 it is possible to observe chiller’s chilled water temperature and flow 
rate depending on the inlet hot water temperature and flow rate. Based on a 
chiller’s inlet hot water temperature of more than 50 °C, the chilled water 
production starts approximately at twelve o’clock, reaching, in the first two 
hours, an average chilled water temperature of 7 °C. The chilled water 
temperature and flow rate are measured in the circuit between the cold storage 
tank and the precooling coil with a control strategy implemented by Siemens 
designers that switches off the circulating pump when the average temperature 
of the water in the storage tank is lower than 5 °C. The temperature trends are 
governed by the energy coming from the solar collectors thus by the control 
strategy implemented for the activation of the pumps in the primary and 
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secondary solar circuits. In Fig. 4.9, which presents the experimental results 
observed on the 4th of October, different temperatures’ trends are observed. 
 
 
Fig. 4.9. Q2 system chilled water outlet temperature and flow rate, and hot water inlet temperature and flow 
rate, T4, FT2, T1, FT1 in Fig. 4.3 respectively. Data recorded on the 4th of October 2014 with a sampling period of 
15 minutes. 
 
The hot water inlet temperature maintains an almost constant average value of 53 
°C during the on period of the chiller allowing the production of cold water at an 
average temperature of almost 10 °C during the first hours of the afternoon, in 
which the cooling demand is greater. 
On the 24th of October, as presented in Fig. 4.10, the hot water favorable 
temperature gap appears to be reasonably narrower than the one at the 
beginning of October in an almost clear sky day, and this is due to the natural 
lower irradiance values. 
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Fig. 4.10. Q2 system chilled water outlet temperature and flow rate, and hot water inlet temperature and flow 
rate, T4, FT2, T1, FT1 in Fig. 4.3 respectively. Data recorded on the 24th of October 2014 with a sampling period 
of 15 minutes. 
 
Furthermore, the resulting chilled water energy production seems to be lower in 
comparison to the 3rd and the 4th of October even if the switch on period of the 
chiller still meets the requirements of the building. 
In Fig. 4.11, the temperatures trends of Q1 building chiller on the 26th of October 
are presented. It is possible to notice that the inlet hot water temperature 
behavior is very different from the one observed in the Q2 chiller due to the 
different volume of the hot storage tank, which is bigger in this case. The 
reasonably bigger the hot storage tank is the longer the water will be hot enough 
to feed the adsorption chiller inlet temperature requirements. The chilled water 
temperature appears to be higher than the one observed in Q2 chiller versus the 
same hot water inlet temperature, confirming the different performance declared 
by the manufacturers, as shown in Tab. 4.2. It should be said that the 
experimental data acquired during this particular date demonstrate the best 
performance of Q1 chiller during the whole acquisition period. 
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Fig. 4.11. Q1 system chilled water outlet temperature and flow rate, and hot water inlet temperature and flow 
rate, T6, FT3, T3, FT2 in Fig. 4.2 respectively. Data recorded on the 26th of October 2014 with a sampling period 
of 15 minutes. 
 
In Fig. 4.12 the differences between inlet and outlet temperature in the hot and 
chilled water circuits of Q1 chiller are presented. In order to give the best possible 
description of the phenomena a sampling period of one second has been chosen 
to present the data. The observed temperature in/out differences gives an idea of 
precision needed in temperature’s measurement. In fact, on the basis of the error 
analysis that will be presented in paragraph 3.2.3., with an outlet/inlet 
temperature difference of 1 °C, due to the presence of the cold storage tank, the 
calculation of the experimental COP results not significant and strongly affected 
by systematic errors. 
In Fig. 4.13, Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15, Q2 chiller’s water circuits temperature 
behavior can be observed; the cyclic trend shows the continuous switching of the 
adsorption and desorption phases between the two chiller’s beds, with a cycle 
period that appears to be in the range between 8 and 12 minutes. 
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Fig. 4.12. System Q1, chilled and hot water inlet/outlet temperature difference in a steady state operating period 
during the 26th of October 2014. The data acquisition sampling time is one second. 
 
 
Fig. 4.13. Cycling temperatures trend of chiller’s hot water circuit in Q2 system. Data recorded with a sampling 
period of one second on the 3rd of October. 
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Fig. 4.14. Cycling temperatures trend of chiller’s chilled water circuit in Q2 system. Data recorded with a 
sampling period of one second on the 3rd of October. 
 
 
Fig. 4.15. Cycling temperature trend of chiller’s re-cooling water circuit in Q2 system. Data recorded with a 
sampling period of one second on the 3rd of October. 
 
In Fig. 4.12, it’s important to observe that hot water inlet temperature is not 
presenting the cycling behavior due to the presence of the hot water storage tank 
and its thermal inertial effect. 
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4.2.3Error analysis 
Taking into account the accuracy of the sensor listed above, it is possible to 
estimate the relative error on the calculation of the chillers’ COPth and on the 
solar collectors’ efficiency. Due to the non-constant precision of temperature 
sensors, as presented in Fig. 4.16, a typical operating condition is taken into 
account. 
 
Fig. 4.16. Temperature sensors’ measurement precision chart. 
 
Referring to the experimental measurement in Q1 building, some frequent values 
of the measured parameters are considered. It is possible to assume a 
temperature at the inlet of the solar collectors of 50 °C and an outlet temperature 
of 55 °C, a solar field circulating pump flow rate of 2400 l/h, an external ambient 
temperature of 25 °C and an irradiance value of 800 W/m2. 
Considering the general expression for the calculation of collectors’ 
efficiencies presented in chapter 3.2, 
T
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  (1) 
and taking into account a full scale of flow rate measurement of 10000 l/h, it is 
possible to calculate the absolute error on the calculation of m : 
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h
lmp )802400(10000008.02400    
that means a relative error of: ±3.3 %. 
Furthermore, considering the above mentioned collectors’ inlet and outlet 
temperatures, it is possible to calculate the absolute and relative errors on T  
value as follows: 
CTT io  )51.05()25.050()26.055()(   
that means a relative error of: ±10.2 %. 
Based on the previous relative error evaluation, and on the previous 
temperatures and flow rate assumptions, it is possible to assess a relative error of 
±13.5 % on the calculation of uQ . 
Among the aims of this experimental analysis, a calculation of the thermal 
coefficients of performance of the chillers and of the thermal efficiency of the 
collectors was supposed to be carried out. For this reason the error analysis on 
this parameters calculation results is presented as an end of this section. 
Based on the previous error calculation on the thermal power of the solar 
collectors, it is necessary to take into account the relative error deriving from the 
measurement of the global solar radiation, which is equal to a maximum of 2 %. 
Thus, including this relative error in the estimation of the total relative error in 
the measurement of solar collectors’ thermal efficiency, we reach the following 
final value of ±15.5 %. Furthermore, considering an outlet fluid temperature from 
the chiller of 15 °C and an inlet fluid temperature of 17 °C, the resulting absolute 
and relative errors on )( chochi TT   calculation is: 
CTT chochi  )365.02()18.015()185.017()(   
that means a relative error equal to ±18.250 %, which can be added to the relative 
error coming from the measurement of the nominal flow rate in the chilled water 
circuit, 
h
lmchw )804000(10000008.04000    
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that means a relative error equal to ±2 %. The resulting error on the chiller 
cooling power can be estimated as equal to ±20.250 %. Thus the total relative 
error on COPth, which has been calculated on the basis of the temperatures and 
flow rates previous assumptions, is equal to ±33.750 %. 
In conclusion of this sub-section, in order to better assess the performance of both 
the solar collectors and the chillers, it is to be considered the utilization of 
temperature sensors of class 1/10 DIN with an absolute error at 0 °C of ±0.03 °C as 
a minimum standard instrumentation equipment. Based on the same considered 
parameters’ values, using 1/10 DIN temperature sensors the error on COPth 
calculation would have been equal to ±12.8 %. 
In conclusion to this chapter, it is important to notice that energy production 
of solar cooling systems depends basically on the control strategies. Taking into 
account the hot water temperature behavior of the analyzed facilities, both in the 
solar collectors and chiller hot water circuits, it is possible to observe a possible 
bad management of the flow rates in the collector’s fluid circuit and consequently 
low temperature water flowing from hot storage tank to the chiller. A revision of 
both the control strategies and the flow rates set points has been suggested to the 
facilities admins. The solar cooling facilities have been working discontinuously 
for approximately two months in which several installation problems have 
compromised the experimental data. The meteorological conditions have not 
been favorable as well. 
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5. MODELING AND SIMULATION 
In this chapter a dynamic simulation model of a generic solar cooling system is 
presented. The main objective of the simulation analysis is to assess the influence 
of different parameters settings in order to achieve the best result in terms of 
chilled water energy production during the summer period. Considering the 
presence of a considerable number of relevant elements composing the whole 
solar cooling system, the transient simulation software TRNSYS 17 has been 
chosen. TRNSYS suits particularly in solar systems simulation because they are 
extremely influenced by the weather conditions variability. 
TRNSYS programming interface looks similar to the Simulink one, where 
several components are connected by wires to each other allowing the simulation 
of the complete system. TRNSYS features a very complete library of compiled 
components which are written in the commercial language FORTRAN. The 
source code of each component is open and free to be modified by the user. The 
user has got the possibility to create and compile his own specific models and 
run them inside of TRNSYS deck. The greatest feature of TRNSYS is the presence 
of a considerable number of meteorological data files ready to use in the 
simulation. The ‘Typical Meteorological Year’ (TMY) format weather data reader 
was used to supply the model with yearly actual weather data. 
5.1. Model description 
The simulation has been used to calculate the chilled water energy production of 
a general solar cooling system according to the layout of the facilities analysed in 
chapter 4. The complete simulation deck is presented in Fig. 5.1. 
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Fig. 5.1.TRNSYS simulation deck: main layer components. 
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The simulated model is built on the basis of design know-how gained by 
working on the experimental facilities, thus the following components are 
considered: 
 Evacuated tubes solar collectors; 
 Mixing and diverting valves; 
 Constant effectiveness heat exchanger; 
 Heat stratified fluid storage tanks with fixed inlets; 
 Adsorption chiller; 
 Single speed pumps; 
 Controllers with dead band lock outs; 
 Fan coil; 
 Weather data reader component. 
The “Typical Meteorological Year” (TMY) format weather data reader was used 
to supply the model with yearly weather data. It reads in weather data at regular 
time intervals from a data file, converts it to a desired system of units and 
processes the solar radiation data to obtain tilted surface radiation and angle of 
incidence values for an arbitrary number of surfaces. 
5.1.1. Weather data reader 
This component reads a weather data file and elaborates it to calculate many 
different parameters, from the dry bulb ambient temperature to the main water 
temperature, or from the ground reflectance to all the details regarding the solar 
radiation in modules’ plane. It’s important to underline that the data about the 
solar insolation are recorded with an hour long time-step (otherwise the data 
mole should be too big to be manipulated) and for a horizontal surface. For 
shorter time-step calculations, appropriate interpolations are used: they are based 
on a linear interpolation with the help of the extra-terrestrial radiation curve 
interpolation. 
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All the algorithms are based on the “United States Department of Energy’s 
Building America Program” standards. This component reads weather data files 
in the following formats: 
 Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) format (.TMY) 
 Typical Meteorological Year Version 2 (TMY2) format (.TM2) 
 Typical Meteorological Year Version 3 (TMY3) format (.TMY3) 
 International Weather for Energy Calculations (IWEC) format 
 Canadian Weather for Energy Calculations (CWEC) format 
 Energy+ format  (.EPW) 
 Meteonorm files for TRNSYS (.TM2) 
 German 2004 and 2010 TRY formats 
In the next list, Type parameters set in the graphical interface are presented: 
 Type: 15-6 
 Weather file: Meteonorm 
 Locations: Trieste 
 Tracking mode: 1-fixed surface 
 Slope of surface: variable, depending on each simulation settings 
 Azimuth of surface: variable, depending on each simulation settings (0° 
corresponds to the South, 90° to the West, and -90° to the East) 
 Ground reflectance without snow: 0.2 
 Ground reflectance with snow: 0.7 
5.1.2. Evacuated tubes solar collector 
Based on Q2 system, a parallel layout approach has been followed. The 
characteristics of each component can be summarized as follows: 
 Type: 71 
 Fluid specific heat: 3.7263 kJ/kg K 
 Efficiency mode: 2, it considers collector’s average temperature 
 Flow rate at test conditions: 0.018172 kg/m2s 
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 Negative of first order efficiency coefficient: 2.18 W/m2K 
 Negative of second order efficiency coefficient: 0.0142 W/m2K 
 Number of longitudinal angles for which IAMs are provided: 10 
 Number of transverse angles for which IAMs are provided: 10 
Inputs to solar collectors coming at each time step from the Meteonorm file 
reader: 
 Dry bulb temperature [°C] 
 Solar zenith angle [°] 
 Solar azimuth angle [°] 
 Total tilted surface radiation for surface [W/m2] 
 Total diffuse radiation for surface [W/m2] 
 Angle of incidence for surface [°] 
 Slope of surface [°] 
 Azimuth of surface [°] 
5.1.3. Heat exchanger 
Usually, in order to separate the fluid circulating through the solar collectors, 
that is normally a mixture of water and glycol, from the water circulating into the 
heat storage tanks and into the adsorption chiller, a heat exchanger between 
primary and secondary solar circuits is placed. As a good practice, a counter flow 
heat exchanger is utilized and in this case a simple modelled constant efficiency 
heat exchanger has been used. 
 Heat exchanger efficiency: 0.85; 
 Type 91. 
5.1.4. Hot water storage tank 
The heat collected by the solar panels is transferred to a uniform losses fluid-
filled sensible energy storage tank subject to thermal stratification. Eight layers of 
stratification are considered and each of them has a height of 0.2 m. The sum of 
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each layer height determines the total height of the tank. The main component’s 
parameters are the following: 
 Type 4; 
 Boiling point: 100 °C; 
 Entering node for hot source fluid: top node; 
 Entering node for cold side fluid: bottom node; 
 Tank volume: 0.8 m2; 
 Tank loss coefficient: 0.5 W/m2K; 
5.1.5.Cold water storage tank 
Also in this case, Type 4 has been chosen to model the real component. The 
height of each of the 8 layers is 0.15 m and the other parameters are the same as 
the ones defined in the hot storage tank. 
5.1.6. Adsorption chiller 
Adsorption chiller is modelled by Type 909 which reads an external performance 
data file to determine the outputs at each time step of the simulation. The data 
file is made by the combination of seven hot water inlet conditions, six cooling 
water inlet conditions and eight chilled water inlet conditions. The software 
automatically interpolates the provided data file to determine the requested 
performance. To simulate a chiller similar to the chillers which have been 
experimentally tested, a rated capacity of 20 kW and a rated COP of 0.6 has been 
chosen. For the same reason, chilled water flow rate, re-cooling water flow rate 
and hot water flow rate have been set to 4000 kg/h, 8200 kg/h and 3200 kg/h 
respectively. Re-cooling water inlet temperature is assumed to be the main water 
temperature provided by the meteorological file. 
5.1.7. Controls 
Referring to Fig. 5.1, ON/OFF differential controller is used to switch on primary 
and secondary solar circuit circulation pumps P1 and P2 when the solar radiation 
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in modules’ plains is higher than 100 W/m2 with upper/lower dead bands of 15 
W/m2. A second controller is used to switch on the chiller when the average 
temperature of the fluid in the hot storage tank reaches a certain value. Different 
possibilities have been investigated and presented in the next pages. In this case 
the upper/lower dead bands of 3 °C. A third controller is implemented to switch 
on fan coil water circulation pump P3 when the external ambient temperature 
goes over 25 °C, limiting to this value the possibility to use air cooling in the 
building. Also in this case the upper/lower dead bands are set to 3 °C. 
5.1.8. Pumps 
With exclusion of chiller water circuits, in which the flow rates are directly 
managed by Type 909, three other single speed pumps are utilized: one in the 
solar collectors’ fluid circuit (P1), one in the water circuit between the heat 
exchanger and the hot water storage tank (P2), and one in the chilled water 
circuit between the cold storage tank and the precooling coil (P3). 
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5.2. Model validation 
Before creating the complete model of a typical solar cooling system based on the 
experimental facilities design, solar collector and adsorption chiller model have 
been separately validated comparing them with the manufacturers’ data, and the 
results are presented in the next sections. 
5.2.1. Collector’s model validation 
Solar collector model validation has been carried out by setting the 
manufacturers test parameters values in the single collector model, aiming to 
verify the agreement between the manufacturer and model efficiency evaluation 
in nominal conditions, which are referred to the aperture area of the collector and 
are reported in Tab. 4.1. The results are presented in Fig. 5.2. 
 
 
Fig. 5.2. Comparison between model’s and manufacturer’s solar collector’s efficiency for the DTH30 solar 
collector [37]. 
 
The model demonstrates a good agreement with the manufacturer data varying 
of -0.82% from the nominal tested efficiency value. 
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5.2.2. Chiller’s model validation 
The same procedure has been followed simulating the nominal conditions of the 
Invensor adsorption (Tab. 4.2) chiller in TRNSYS. In this case the comparison has 
been carried out on the basis of COP value, and the results are presented in Fig. 
5.3, Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5. 
 
 
Fig. 5.3. Comparison between model and manufacturer’s adsorption chiller COP for different hot water inlet 
temperatures [38]. The manufacturer’s data are taken from Invensor HTC18 Vario technical data sheet. 
 
 
Fig. 5.4. Comparison between model and manufacturer’s adsorption chiller COP for different recooling water 
inlet temperatures [38]. The manufacturer’s data are taken from Invensor HTC18 Vario technical data sheet.  
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Fig. 5.5. Comparison between model and manufacturer’s adsorption chiller COP for different chilled water inlet 
temperatures [38]. The manufacturer’s data are taken from Invensor HTC18 Vario technical data sheet.  
 
As a desired result, simulation model results are in agreement with the 
manufacturer data even if a general adsorption chiller performance data file has 
been used instead of the not available real one. The difference between the model 
and the manufacturer data at nominal conditions is about +5.45 %. 
5.3. Simulation results 
The simulation period goes from the 1st of May to the 30th of September. The time 
step chosen to run the simulation is 0.1 hour which allows taking in 
consideration the meteorological conditions variability. In Fig. 5.6, the simulation 
results related to different P1 (collectors’ fluid circulating pump) flow rates and 
different switch on chiller temperatures are presented. In first analysis it is 
possible to identify an optimal collectors fluid flow rate and an optimal 
minimum switch on temperature of the chiller, aiming at the best chilled water 
energy development. In detail, the most suitable chiller switch on temperature is 
the lowest inlet temperature admitted by the manufacturers of the experimental 
tested chillers. 
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Fig. 5.6. Chilled water energy production achievable with different solar collectors fluid flow rate and chiller 
switch on minimum inlet hot water temperature. 
 
Furthermore, the maximum chilled water energy production seems to be 
achievable setting the collectors fluid flow rate at approximately 2000 kg/h. Fig. 
5.7 presents a second simulation parametric analysis that has been done taking 
into account different solar collectors’ surfaces, going from 60 m2 to 200 m2. 
Following the first guidelines given by the first set of simulations, a chiller switch 
on value of 55 °C has been assumed for the next analyses. 
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Fig. 5.7. Chilled water energy production achievable with different solar collectors fluid flow rate and active 
solar collectors capture surfaces. 
 
Another interesting parametric analysis is given by the combination of 
different primary and secondary solar circuits pumps flow rates: the results of 
this set of simulations are reported in Fig. 5.8. On the basis of this analysis it is 
possible to observe that a flow rate of about 1200 kg/h, both in the solar collectors’ 
primary fluid circuit and in the secondary water circuit, permits the achievement 
of the highest chilled water energy production over the summer period. This 
result has to be considered in agreement with the nominal test condition of this 
kind of panels, the model of which has been made by filling the TRNSYS 
component parameters list with the data available from modules’ fact sheets. At 
this point the work only the analysis of different design flow rates was included, 
knowing that in the recent common practice the control strategy is based on the 
use of pumps with variable flow rates.  
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Fig. 5.8. Chilled water energy production achievable with different solar collectors fluid flow rate and different 
secondary circulation pump flow rates. 
 
Because of the previous results, the following sets of simulations have been 
carried out assuming a flow rate of 1200 kg/h for both P1 and P2 (secondary 
circuit water pump) circulation pumps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Fig. 5.9 different heat exchanger efficiencies have been simulated showing 
an expected augment of chilled water energy production with a more efficient 
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heat exchange between solar collectors’ water-glycol fluid mixture and secondary 
circuit water. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.9. Chilled water energy production achievable with different heat exchanger efficiencies. 
 
 
In Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11 the simulations results obtained with different tilt and 
azimuth angles of the solar collectors are reported. It is possible to observe that, 
for some reasons, software results corresponding to a tilt of 0° are slightly 
different. 
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Fig. 5.10. Chilled water energy production achievable with different azimuth and tilt collectors’ angles.  
 
 
Fig. 5.11. Chilled water energy production achievable with different azimuth and tilt collectors’ angles.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of the research carried out through this thesis work is to analyse the 
behaviour in real operating conditions of solar cooling systems based on the 
utilization of adsorption chiller technology for air conditioning applications. 
Furthermore, the work aims to assess the influence of different design 
parameters by means of specific simulation software, which allows testing 
different control strategies and components parameters in order to find the 
optimal system design. The reasons for this study arise from a careful analysis of 
the state of the art and the need to expand this important field of research. 
Despite the number of small size adsorption solar cooling systems is far from the 
maximum achievable, several research groups have undertaken to develop a 
good number of machines and installations significantly contributing to the 
development of the first commercial products. 
This work presents a brief technical and theoretical analysis of the main solar 
cooling technologies focusing in particular on the solar cooling with adsorption 
chillers applications. The experimental section of this thesis aims to give a 
detailed description of a real application design and to assess the behaviour of 
such kind of systems in real operating conditions. Furthermore, a detailed 
description of a dedicated monitoring system is given, explaining the 
measurement difficulties encountered during the test period giving some 
suggestions to improve energy balance estimation accuracy, and to assess the 
performance of both the solar collectors and chillers, which have been not 
completely evaluated at this point of the research. Design configurations and 
control strategies settings are still to be deeply tested and understood in order to 
propose any improvements in the management of the systems. In particular a 
fluid low temperature difference between collectors’ inlet and outlet has been 
observed. This experimental evidence is probably due to two main aspects: the 
not favourable weather conditions recorded during the operating period and a 
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non-optimal value of the pumps flow rates set points. A good practice which is 
recently more and more implemented in the solar thermal systems is the 
utilization of inverter powered fluid circulation pumps which allow maintaining 
a reasonable collectors’ fluid outlet temperature in spite of variable solar 
radiation and thermal load. It should be said that the use of a more complex 
control strategy on the solar collectors leads to a different system design 
approach. 
In order to investigate the influence of different parameters settings and 
different control strategies, a simulation model has been developed and 
validated using the commercial software TRNSYS. Both the solar collectors and 
chiller models have been validated on the basis of the manufacturer’s data. The 
simulation analysis reveals that, assuming to use single speed pumps, fluid flow 
rates setting is an important design parameter to achieve the best cooling energy 
production over the summer period. Assuming a specific value of solar 
collector’s surface and orientation, determined by different simulations runs, 
with respect to the chilled water energy production an optimal flow rates setting 
configuration has been found. 
Regarding the global context, it appears evident that the spread of this 
technology will take hold in the moment in which it will be able to fully meet the 
demand of the market, which is dominated by high efficiency systems, without 
excessively high costs and capable of providing the required cooling without 
being affected by technical or commercial obstacles. Even for small sizes, such as 
those analysed in this study, the solar cooling systems with evacuated tubes solar 
thermal collectors and adsorption chillers are complex systems which require the 
involvement of a specialized designer and a construction company, with the 
related costs. This aspect can appear to be an obstacle in comparison with the 
possibility of using a traditional system based on compression chillers, 
distributed within the space to be cooled and simply operated by the user 
regardless of the presence of solar radiation. Nonetheless, we insist on the use of 
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solar thermal because in industrial plants, in cases where the solar systems are 
dimensioned to meet the winter thermal loads, there may be an excess 
production of hot water in the summer period, making interesting cold 
production using this waste heat. 
A compromise between the use of a cooling system with a traditional 
compression chiller and a solar adsorption chiller, which is exclusively based on 
the availability of renewable solar energy, is the coupling between a traditional 
compression chillers electrically powered from a renewable source such as 
photovoltaic panels. This second option is economically and technically 
advantageous since it allows reducing the number of components of the plant by 
reducing the cost of design and installation: assuming as a constant the solar 
energy hitting the panels during the summer period, and assuming that both the 
panels and chillers operate with their nominal efficiencies, the integrated system 
with photovoltaic and compression chiller can produce a greater amount of 
useful cooling energy with lower costs. 
A crucial aspect in choosing a solar cooling system of the type analysed in this 
thesis is the possibility of having to cool a building even in poor sunlight 
conditions. For example, wanting to cool and dehumidify the air inside a 
building installed in tropical or equatorial region, where the sun is often rare 
during the rainy summer season, the choice would probably fall on a system 
based on traditional compression chiller, whose operation is independent from 
the solar radiation. Therefore, the technical and economic choice of this type of 
systems should be done taking into account the fact that this technology is still 
developing and thus the costs are still very high. 
A suggestion for further work is to investigate different control strategies 
according to the existing literature [40] [41], considering the application of the 
adsorption chiller as thermally driven heat pump for heating. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Acronyms 
AHU Air handling unit 
CFCs Chlorofluorocarbons 
COP Coefficient of performance [-] 
CST Cold storage tank 
DC Dry cooler 
EDC Emergency dry cooler 
FT Flow transducer 
G Pyranometer 
GHG Greenhouse gases 
GWP Greenhouse warming potential 
HCFCs Hydro Chlorofluorocarbons 
HEX Heat exchanger 
HST Hot storage tank 
IAM Incidence angle modifier 
ICT Information and communication technology 
ODP Ozonosphere depletion potential 
P Pump 
PCC Pre-cooling coil 
PHC Pre-heating coil 
Q1 Building Q1 
Q2 Building Q2 
SC Switched to be cooled 
SCOP Solar coefficient of performance 
SCP Specific cooling power [W/kg] 
SH Switched to be heated 
T Temperature 
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TMY Typical meteorological year 
 
Symbols 
A  Total collector array aperture area 
)(TCa  Specific heat capacity of the adsorbent 
)(TCLc  Specific heat capacity of the liquid refrigerants 
)(TCm  Specific heat of metal in the adsorbent bed 
)(TCpc  Specific heat at a constant pressure of the gaseous working fluid 
pfC  Specific heat of collector fluid 
0F  Modified value of RF  when the efficiency is given in terms of 0T  
avF  Modified value of RF  when the efficiency is given in terms of avT  
RF  Overall collector heat removal efficiency factor 
TG  Global solar irradiance in collector plane 
I Global horizontal radiation 
IbT Beam radiation incident on the solar collector 
Id Diffuse horizontal radiation 
TI  Global radiation incident on the solar collector 
L  Latent heat of vaporization of the refrigerant 
aM  Mass of adsorbent of the adsorbent bed 
2aaxM  Mass of liquid refrigerants of the adsorbent bed 
madbM  Mass of the metal of the adsorbent bed 
NS Number of identical collectors in series 
adQ  Heat exhausted to the surroundings in the cooling process for 
adsorption by the cold source 
condQ  Heat released in the condensation process 
cQ  Sensible heat during the cooling process of adsorbent bed 
dQ  Desorption heat in the desorption process 
erefQ  Cooling power from the evaporation heat of the refrigerant 
evasQ  Sensible heat released to the surroundings by the liquid refrigerant 
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hQ  Sensible heat in the adsorbent bed during the isometric heating 
process 
uQ  Solar collector fluid power 
0T  Outlet temperature of fluid from collector 
aT  Ambient air temperature 
ambT  Ambient air temperature 
avT  Average collector fluid temperature T 
2aT  Temperature at the end of the adsorption process 
cT  Condensation temperature 
incwT ,  Temperature of entering cooling water 
outcwT ,  Temperature of exiting cooling water 
inchwT ,  Temperature of inlet chilled water 
setchwT ,  Chilled water set point temperature 
eT  Evaporation temperature 
gT  Temperature of the adsorbent bed in the desorption process 
2gT  Temperature at the end of desorption process 
inhwT ,  Temperature of entering hot water 
outhwT ,  Temperature of exiting hot water 
iT  Inlet temperature of fluid to the collector 
mT  Average temperature of solar collector 
LU  Overall thermal loss coefficient of the collector per unit area 
TLU /  Thermal loss coefficient dependency on  
TIT  Ratio of fluid temperature minus ambient temperature to radiation 
0a  Intercept (maximum) of the collector efficiency 
1a  Negative of the first order coefficient in the collector efficiency 
equation 
2a  Negative of the second order coefficient in the collector efficiency 
equation 
cwpc ,  Specific heat of the cooling water stream 
NOMENCLATURE  
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chwpc ,  Specific heat of the chilled water stream 
hwpc ,  Specific heat of the hot water stream 
ah  Adsorption heat 
dh  Desorption heat 
m  Flow rate at use conditions 
cwm  Mass flow rate of the cooling water stream 
chwm  Mass flow rate of the chilled water stream 
hwm  Mass flow rate of the hot water stream 
testm  Flow rate in the test conditions 
auxq  Rate of auxiliary energy required to run the chiller 
capacityq  Device capacity under current operating conditions 
cwq  Rate of energy rejected to the cooling water stream 
chwq  Rate of energy removed from the chilled water stream 
hwq  Rate of energy removed from the hot water stream 
r1 Flow rate correction factor 
r2 Collector series correction factor 
2ax  Adsorption quantity of the adsorbent bed at the end of the 
adsorption process at temperature 2aT  
2dx  Adsorption quantity at the end of the desorption at temperature 2gT  
 
Greek symbols 
 Short wave absorptance of the absorber plate 
 Collector slope 
  Solar thermal collector efficiency 
coll  Solar collector efficiency 
 Azimuth incidence angle for beam radiation 
l Incidence angle in the longitudinal direction 
t Incident angle in the transversal direction 
 Density 
NOMENCLATURE 
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g Ground reflectance 
  Short wave transmittance of the collector cover 
)(  Product of the cover transmittance and the absorber absorptance 
b)(  )(  for beam radiation 
d)(  )(  for sky diffuse radiation 
g)(  )(  for ground reflected radiation 
n)(  )(  at normal incidence 
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APPENDIX A: Simulation reports 
1. Solar primary circuit different flow rates with switch on chiller 
temperature of 65 °C 
2. Solar primary circuit different flow rates with switch on chiller 
temperature of 55 °C 
3. Solar primary circuit different flow rates with switch on chiller 
temperature of 75 °C 
4. Solar primary circuit different flow rates with switch on chiller 
temperature of 85 °C 
5. Chiller switch on temperature of 55 °C and solar primary circuit flow rate 
of 1000 kg/h 
6. Chiller switch on temperature of 55 °C and solar primary circuit flow rate 
of 2000 kg/h 
7. Chiller switch on temperature of 55 °C and solar primary circuit flow rate 
of 3000 kg/h 
8. Chiller switch on temperature of 55 °C and solar primary circuit flow rate 
of 4000 kg/h 
9. Chiller switch on temperature of 55 °C and solar primary circuit flow rate 
of 5000 kg/h 
10. Chiller switch on temperature of 55 °C and solar primary circuit flow rate 
of 6000 kg/h 
11. Chiller switch on temperature of 55 °C and different solar primary circuit 
flow rates 
12. Different collectors tilt angles with azimuth 0° 
13. Different collectors tilt angles with azimuth 20° 
14. Different collectors tilt angles with azimuth -20° 
15. Different collectors tilt angles with azimuth 90° 
16. Different collectors tilt angles with azimuth -90° 
17. Different collectors tilt angles with azimuth 60° 
18. Different collectors tilt angles with azimuth -60° 
19. Different heat exchangers efficiencies with a tilt of 20° and an azimuth 
angle of 0° 
 
  
 
1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 25561 13276 51.9
800 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 32116 17394 54.2
1200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 34650 19149 55.3
1600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 36008 19920 55.3
2000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 36900 20327 55.1
2400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 37505 20549 54.8
2800 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38019 20698 54.4
3200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38353 20770 54.2
3600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38650 20795 53.8
4000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38714 20381 52.6
4400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38826 19845 51.1
4800 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38975 19440 49.9
5200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39110 19006 48.6
5600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39226 18599 47.4
6000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39377 18183 46.2
6400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39561 17771 44.9
6800 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39715 17348 43.7
7200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39834 16951 42.6
7600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40006 16497 41.2
8000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40166 16069 40.0
10000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40914 14283 34.9
Chiller switch on temperature 65 °C
  
 
 
2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 19938 8032 40.3
400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 29528 14635 49.6
600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 34049 17056 50.1
800 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 36462 18627 51.1
1000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 37994 19605 51.6
1200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39052 20205 51.7
1600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40601 20867 51.4
2000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 41517 21217 51.1
2400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 42194 21433 50.8
3000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 42839 21508 50.2
3600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43335 21452 49.5
4200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43333 21211 48.9
5000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43393 20723 47.8
6000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43538 20161 46.3
7000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43663 19668 45.0
8000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43817 19283 44.0
10000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 44096 18374 41.7
Chiller switch on temperature 55 °C
  
 
 
3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 14194 7717 54.4
400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 21561 12775 59.3
600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 25422 15322 60.3
800 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 27648 16760 60.6
1000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 29104 17620 60.5
1200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30178 18116 60.0
1600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 31469 18842 59.9
2000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 32244 19241 59.7
2400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 32857 19367 58.9
3000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 33620 19432 57.8
3600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 34158 19292 56.5
4200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 34353 18541 54.0
5000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 34872 17349 49.8
6000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 35446 15944 45.0
7000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 36032 14592 40.5
8000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 36619 13262 36.2
10000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 37703 10876 28.8
Chiller switch on temperature 75 °C
  
 
 
 
4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 11518 6889 59.8
400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 17606 11496 65.3
600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20989 13855 66.0
800 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 23109 15112 65.4
1000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 24572 15726 64.0
1200 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 25653 16164 63.0
1600 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 26820 16888 63.0
2000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 27849 16929 60.8
2400 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 28565 16855 59.0
3000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 29296 16829 57.4
4000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 29798 16423 55.1
5000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30846 14338 46.5
8000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 33519 9234 27.5
10000 96 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 35239 6407 18.2
Chiller switch on temperature 85 °C
  
5.-6.-7. 
 
 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
1000 20 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 9377 2008 21.4
1000 60 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 26190 12606 48.1
1000 100 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39057 20185 51.7
1000 120 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43499 23181 53.3
1000 144 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 47493 25999 54.7
1000 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 54398 29865 54.9
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
2000 20 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 9554 2118 22.2
2000 60 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 27892 13261 47.5
2000 100 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 42760 21941 51.3
2000 120 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 48092 25236 52.5
2000 144 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 53255 28307 53.2
2000 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 63588 32161 50.6
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
3000 20 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 9618 2253 23.4
3000 60 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 28525 13251 46.5
3000 100 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 44161 22346 50.6
3000 120 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50057 25609 51.2
3000 144 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 55953 28711 51.3
3000 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 68021 32585 47.9
Chiller switch on temperature 55 °C. P1 flow rate 1000 kg/h
Chiller switch on temperature 55 °C. P1 flow rate  2000 kg/h
Chiller switch on temperature 55 °C. P1 flow rate  3000 kg/h
  
8.-9.-10. 
 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
4000 20 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 9613 2718 28.3
4000 60 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 28593 13550 47.4
4000 100 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 44657 22047 49.4
4000 120 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50935 25236 49.5
4000 144 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 57281 28419 49.6
4000 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70024 32353 46.2
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
5000 20 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 9650 2458 25.5
5000 60 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 28581 13070 45.7
5000 100 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 44787 21359 47.7
5000 120 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 51286 24424 47.6
5000 144 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 57932 27551 47.6
5000 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70697 31776 44.9
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
6000 20 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 9634 2413 25.0
6000 60 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 28562 12696 44.5
6000 100 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 44944 20825 46.3
6000 120 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 51703 23769 46.0
6000 144 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 58581 26805 45.8
6000 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 71582 31298 43.7
8000 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 73681 30166 40.9
500 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43307 23567 54.4
10000 200 85 3200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 75847 29095 38.4
Chiller switch on temperature 55 °C. P1 flow rate  4000 kg/h
Chiller switch on temperature 55 °C. P1 flow rate  5000 kg/h
Chiller switch on temperature 55 °C. P1 flow rate  6000 kg/h
  
11. 
 
 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL FR Panels water energy Chilled water energy COP
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kWh kWh %
200 96 85 200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20509 10732 52.3
1200 96 85 200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 18966 8638 45.5
3600 96 85 200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 25024 6547 26.2
5000 96 85 200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 28397 5577 19.6
8000 96 85 200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 33649 4074 12.1
200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20942 11072 52.9
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40651 24936 61.3
3600 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40482 22251 55.0
5000 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40880 21036 51.5
8000 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 41800 18800 45.0
200 96 85 3600 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 19845 7272 36.6
1200 96 85 3600 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38770 19822 51.1
3600 96 85 3600 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43192 21198 49.1
5000 96 85 3600 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43542 20624 47.4
8000 96 85 3600 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43927 19171 43.6
200 96 85 5000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 19459 9418 48.4
1200 96 85 5000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38566 19688 51.1
3600 96 85 5000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 42758 20752 48.5
5000 96 85 5000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43507 20545 47.2
8000 96 85 5000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 44064 19116 43.4
200 96 85 8000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 19178 9176 47.8
1200 96 85 8000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 38317 18862 49.2
3600 96 85 8000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 42577 19920 46.8
5000 96 85 8000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43385 19509 45.0
8000 96 85 8000 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 44319 18630 42.0
200 96 85 2400 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20257 9479 46.8
1200 96 85 2400 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 39673 21169 53.4
2400 96 85 2400 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 42642 22343 52.4
3600 96 85 2400 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 42799 21891 51.1
5000 96 85 2400 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 42975 20947 48.7
8000 96 85 2400 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 43488 19336 44.5
Chiller switch on temperature 55 °C. combinations of P1 and P2 flow rates
12.-13.-14. 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL AIR FR tilt azimuth chilled water energy
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr degrees degrees kWh
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 0 0 23632
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 10 0 25089
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 25439
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30 0 25318
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40 0 24440
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50 0 22796
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 60 0 20290
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70 0 17098
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 80 0 13385
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 90 0 9340
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL AIR FR tilt azimuth chilled water energy
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr degrees degrees kWh
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 0 20 23624
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 10 20 24983
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 20 25310
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30 20 25062
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40 20 23689
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50 20 22375
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 60 20 19809
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70 20 17302
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 80 20 13842
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 90 20 9802
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL AIR FR tilt azimuth chilled water energy
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr degrees degrees kWh
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 0 -20 23595
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 10 -20 24887
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 -20 25311
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30 -20 25068
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40 -20 24139
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50 -20 22534
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 60 -20 20204
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70 -20 17162
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 80 -20 13602
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 90 -20 9721
Different tilt angles. azimuth 0°
Different tilt angles. azimuth 20°
Different tilt angles. azimuth -20°
  
 
15.-16. 
 
 
 
 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL AIR FR tilt azimuth chilled water energy
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr degrees degrees kWh
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 0 90 22500
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 10 90 22385
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 90 21812
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30 90 20794
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40 90 19417
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50 90 17749
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 60 90 15893
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70 90 13909
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 80 90 11817
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 90 90 9644
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL AIR FR tilt azimuth chilled water energy
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr degrees degrees kWh
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 0 -90 22500
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 10 -90 22542
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 -90 21917
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30 -90 20873
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40 -90 19508
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50 -90 17927
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 60 -90 16022
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70 -90 14008
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 80 -90 11586
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 90 -90 9235
Different tilt angles. azimuth 90°
Different tilt angles. azimuth -90°
17.-18.-19. 
 
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL AIR FR tilt azimuth chilled water energy
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr degrees degrees kWh
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 0 60 23227
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 10 60 23791
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 60 23717
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30 60 23054
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40 60 21964
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50 60 20360
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 60 60 18420
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70 60 16208
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 80 60 13755
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 90 60 11156
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL AIR FR tilt azimuth chilled water energy
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr degrees degrees kWh
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 0 -60 22876
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 10 -60 23571
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 -60 23610
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 30 -60 23301
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 40 -60 22042
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 50 -60 20559
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 60 -60 18672
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 70 -60 16317
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 80 -60 13572
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 90 -60 10733
P1 AREA HEX eff P2 HOT TANK COLD TANK P3 Ch-HW-FR Ch-RCW-FR Ch-CW-FR FANCOIL AIR FR tilt azimuth chilled water energy
kg/hr m2 % kg/hr m3 m3 kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr kg/hr degrees degrees kWh
1200 96 50 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 20648
1200 96 55 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 21682
1200 96 60 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 22549
1200 96 65 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 23301
1200 96 70 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 23926
1200 96 75 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 24573
1200 96 80 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 25083
1200 96 85 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 25439
1200 96 90 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 25863
1200 96 95 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 26132
1200 96 100 1200 0.8 0.5 4000 3200 8200 4000 15000 20 0 26479
Different tilt angles. azimuth 60°
Different tilt angles. azimuth -60°
Different HEX efficiencies. azimuth 0°. tilt 20°
  
APPENDIX B: Ph.D. activity summary and publications list 
 
The PhD activity has regarded the study and the experimental and modeling 
analysis of various technologies in the field of energy systems for distributed 
generation. The research has involved the analysis of solar energy based 
technologies for electrical and thermal energy production, the study and 
monitoring of two micro-cogeneration units, and a first experimental and 
modeling analysis of a solar energy powered small size ORC system. The main 
results of the PhD activity are reported in this thesis and in the publications listed 
below. 
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